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At Brownsville Given BuH German
Scientists Report
lets and Cartridges from
Poiflt of Disturbance was
Springfield Rifles.
900 Miles Away.

Trade Competition Not Race
Editor Newkirk of Artesia
Coast-ScaTo Govern
Pacific
Disturbers

Says Prosperity and
Plenty Abound-

res

-

San Francisco, Cal.. Jan. 14. "No
Among the visitors In the Capital congress could pass a Japanese ex
this week is D. L. Newkirk of Artesia, clusion act," said David Starr Jordan
Eddy County, editor and proprietor of president of Stanford University
the Pecos Valley News, a firm be- addressing a meeting at Equity Hall
liever in the future of the Southwest, last night of Socialists by whom he
particularly the section from which had been invited lo speak on the
he hails, and an energetic and Indus Asiatic problem.
trious citizen.
"And no President would sign one
Mr. Newkirk halls from, flirard. because it would be a hoodlum act.'
Nation Should Be Gentleman.
Kansas, having located only a few
Mr. Jordan quoted President Roose
months ago in Artesia, with his family. He was attracted to New Mexien velt as saying that as a general rule
hy the salubrious climate and publica- "it. paid for a nation to be a gentle
tions of the Bureau of Immigration. man," and he was of the opinion that
Mrs, Newkirk being In failing health, the remedy of immigration troubles
he concluded that southern New Mex- did not lie in lawlessness, nor yet in
ico was the place for her.
mass meetings denouncing the Jap
After reaching Artesta he decided anese as a nation because they did
that- the Southwest, was good enough not go to the same Sunday School as
for him and started the Pecos Valley we attend."
About Mastery of Pacific.
News, a Republican paper of merit.
"I'm here to slay too," said Mr.
It is all nonsense, he said, that we
Newkirk to a New Mexican reporter, have to. fight with the Japanese to see
who shall have a mastery of the Paat the Hotel Claire yesterday.
"I cannot see how anyone can cific. That country will have the su
come to New 'Mexico and ever want to premacy which has the best, goods to
leave. The Pecos Valley in particular sell, wrapped np in the most attrac
seems like a garden of Eden to m.'self tive parcels and for sale at the cheap

Washington, 1). C, Jan. 14.
San Francisco. Cal., Jan. 11. QuakRoosevelt today sent to the
of the earth crust more severe
ing
...
a
'
t
special message regarding the
Hmwnsvillo incident which gives ad- than any thai have ever been recorded
11,
ditional evidence collected by Assis- there Is reported as felt, at Apia on
att
tant Attorney General Purdy and December 21, according to a report
the Australian liner Ven
Major lllorksom, who were sent to brought, by
Texas by the President to investigate tura, just arrived here.
Shocks Lasted for Three Hours.
the affair. The President submitted
For three hours Ihe seismograph of
with his message various exhibits, Including maps of Brownsville. Fort the (iermaii scientists stationed at
South Pacific islands recorded a
Brown, Bandolier, three empty shells, the
seven ball curl ridges picked tip in the shock that for violence never has
equaled so far as bus been
streets a few hours after the shooting, three sle.-jacket bullets and
Center of Trouble Submarine.
some scraps of casings of other bulThis Photograph of the Pueblo at Taos Is Both Weird and Beautiful, Showing the Lone Figure in the Twilight
It is estimated that the center of
lets picked out of the houses into
the disturbance was 900 miles south
which they bad been ilred.
of Apia. The point was submarine.
In the beautiful Taos Valley, in occasions. So easy of access is this SPOKANE RAILWAY
Negro Soldiers Shielded Criminals.
New Mexico, less than 350 miles from most interesting spot that
preparaThe President declared the evi
RATE HEARING dence is positive that outrages were TRAINS COLLIDE
Denver, and reached from Ser villein, tions are being made to entertain
,i station on .the Santa Fe branch of large crowds on the occasion of fucommitted by some of the colored
DURING FOG
,i',ie Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, is ture holiday celebrations.
Before Interstate Commerce Commis- Iroops that have been dismissed and
ihe ancient Indian village, Pueblo do
that some or all of the members of
sioners Prouty and Lane Grave
Tao!
Locomotive
three companies of the Twenty-fifton Monon
Line Struck
Allegations.
CAL1FOPNIANS
The. two great buildings one Dve
Infantry have knowledge of the deed
Sleeper on Wabash Ten
inand the other seven stories high,
ON WAR PATH Spokane, Wash., Jan. 11. The bat and have shielded the guilty ones
Injured.
habited by more than 400 people are
tle over freight rales, the result of Calls Soldiers Midnight Assassins.
considered the most interesting as Committee in Washington to Oppose which may affect wholesale centers
Tlie negro troops are referred to in
Chicago, 111., Jan. I I. Ten persons
Modification of Chinese Exest prices. He said he believed the well as the most perfect specimens of
assass were injured, several seriously, when
and family.
all over the nation, began at the court this message as "midnight
Inhabited
clusion Act.
"By the Pecos Valley, I refer more Japanese were sincere in their desire early Indian architecture.
house here this morning before In ins," and he declares that very few a through train outbound, on the
specifically to Eddy and Chaves to stem the unskilled labor immigra no one knows how long, but certainly
Commerce
Commissioner if any of the soldiers dismissed could Monon Railroad collided In a fog with
terslaU)
more than 500 years, they ,are in a
counties. People dp not yet realize tion to this country.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 14 The Charles A. Prouty and Franklin K. nave been ignorant of what occurred a sleeiier ou the rear of a Wabash
1 he discharge
House committee on foreign affairs Lane of
of the troops, the train at One Hundredth and Twelfth
how large a tract of land is embraced
perfect state of preservation.
Spokane, the chamber of
The Indians, who have lived hem granted a hearing today to the reIn these two counties.
ami the Spokane Jobbers President, maintains was within his Sureet at midnight last night. AH of
ATTORNEY
BRIGHT
s'or generations are simple, quiet, and ports of Kahu, McKiuley and Hayes,
Large Area of Fine Lands.
Association against the Great North legal and executive power. Secretary the occupants of the wrecked car
Taft's report giving the sworn test! were in their berths and had no op
TO NEW MEXICO peaceful, and In a small way tiller. of all of California, which committee ern. th Northern
"They contain something like 16,200
Pacilic, the Oregou
or witnesses is transmitted with
he soil. Aside from short journeys was named fu Pacific Coast reports to Railroad and Ihe
square miles, being about 102 miles
portunity io escape. The Wabash enand al- mony
Navigation
from north to south and 108 miles
J. Roberts, of Trinidad, Colorado, .nto the neighlwring mountains, they lie opposed jto the efforts to modify lied- railway Mines. The complaint tlie message. The testimony of four gine was thrown from the rails into
teen people is incorporated in the a ditch anil the coals trom the tire
the Chinese exclusion act and to work
from east to west.
never leave the Taos Valley.
Admitted to Bar Here and Will
in
(liscriiiiiiivation
unjust,
charges
"There is at present only one disLike ail Indian tribes, they are very for Japanese exclusion. It was stated freight rates on goods shipped from report.
Locate in Raton.
box set fire to the sleeper which was
President Defends His Action.
agreeable feature, nnd that is to go
desl roved.
superstitious, believing in all kinds of by tlie Californians that they will Hasten) points to SK)kano are based
The President in his message de
from Roswell to Carlsbad or vice
fight vigorously the bill under consid- on
through rates from the east to
Attorney C. J. Roberts, of Raton, signs, and workings of supernatural
to amend
versa, one must travel seventy-fivwho recently was admitted to prac powers. ALtliough taugnt trie c&tno-ii- c eration by. the committee
the Pacific coast plus the return rate fends his action in discharging the MILLION DOLLARS
miles. Residents in Chaves and Eddy tice the
negro troops, saying that it would be
religion by the. Spaniards and us- the Chinese exclusion act by having from the coast to Spokane. The
legal profession in iNew Mex
counties sometimes have to go further
even more an inspection of Chinese at all ports
absolutely impossible to preserve
INCREASED PAY
to
two
is
last,
ico, is assistant counsel of the Yan ing the Mexican language
expected
days
in China from which they sail as well tng
to reach their county seats to trans- kee Fuel
army
of
their
discipline by pursuing any other
than
the
own,
priests
in
reely
allied
its
and
be
followed
and
may
Company,
by
supplementaa in the American ports where they
course. To justify his action he sub
act business.
terests In Colfax County. He is also whom there are several are all
in the coast cities,
land. The hill is regarded by Califor- ary hearings
mits the report of Major Blocksom About to Be Given Engineers of Illi
"But. one forgets such incidents In
president of the Trinidad Publishing French.
nois Central Railroad By
as
of
and
exclusion
nians
Assistant
the
General
so
Attorney
viewing the magnificent, highly culti- - Company, which owns the Trinidad
The dances, constituting
Import
Arbitration.
'
Ihe
GRAVE
ex
of
an
CHARGES
results
vtuen oomcs or land, well watered Advertiser.
act."'
Purdy giving
He was until a .few ant a feature in all of their worship
haustive investigation they made at
either hy artesian wells or other weeks
se of prayer to the- AJnvU'.hrj
C;.:a..
of
the
business
agii
manager
AGAINST PIERCE Brownsville upon the President's Chicago, 111., Jan. 14. After more
sources of supply.
the newspaper hut resigned that po Of festival days there are many, the THREE WOMEN
than two weeks spent in a daily conorder.
of
t
San
he
feast
United States Minister to
Alleged
tl.7pecoC8TraiS:d 0,1 the ,m,"s f sition to enter upon the practice of most important being on the 30th of
ference over wage agreement, the lo
of
of
Scene
DEATH
FROZEN
Disturbance.
TO
Maps
Geronimo, celebrated
any I ever siu- law in Raton.
Norway Was Guilty of TreachThe President, wllh his message comotive engineers and general
Mr. Roberts is a native of Indiana. September.
to
Government.
ery
committee of the railway comsubmits maps with diagrams and
In the early morning of St. Jerome's At Minot. North Dakota, Because of
Prior to his departure from the
to aid the Sen- mittee are within sight of a settle
Lack
of
Fuel
Car
From
photographs
designed
a
makes
Indian
a
Hoosier State he was practicing the lay,
Washington, D. C, Jan. 14. Sensa- ite in reaching an Intelligent, under ment which will add one million dol
Shortage.
legal profession at iMadison, Jeffer- recitation from the top of the pueblo
tional charges against Herbert H. D. standing of the situation together lars to the annual incomes of the em
son County. He began his career as to the assembled multitude below.
Pierce, I'nited States minister to with empty shells and bullets from ployes,
li. G. Itawn, general mana
"The climate of the
In the plaza sJands a pine tree pole
Washington, D. C, Jan. 14. Sena- Norway, who
Pecos Valley is a full fledged lawyer in'lS94. When
formerly was third as- Springfield rides. The crimes com ger of the Illinois Central, said yes
2
he hung out 'his slhngle with "attor- 50 feet in height, ami from a cross- - tor Hansbrough, who was at the sistant secretary of state, were made
mitted at Brownsville upon the night terday that It was possible that ne
2-White House today, said lie had reney at law" following his name, his piece at the top dangles a live sheep.
before the House committee on wnyi of August 13, according to the inves gotiations would be closed today. It.
a
at
from
a
friend
ceived
le'ter
of
such
capital consisted of a suit of clothes Beside the sheep, a garland
and means today by Professor H. W. tigation ordered by the President are s understood the "eyesight" rules
and $05 cash. But he had an unlim- fruit and vegetables a; the valley pro Minot, North Dakota, saying that, Elliott of Cleveland, Ohio; in connec- as follows:
of the road an-- the eight hour day
Rainfall Increasing
to
ited amount of nerve and was filled duces, together with a basket of bread three women had been frozen
Every Year.
tion with the hearing on the reso'u-tio.
.
Murder One of Crimes.
contention of the men are practical- out
the
the
of
death
and
facts
reSldentS
from
kept
the
and
pole.
'
of
made
which
the valley with the energy
grain, hangs
youth
for a further protection to fur
the only subjects of difference re
(a) The murder of Frank Vat.ua.
say that In' amount of
to
in
He
referred
this
newspapers.
adobe
little
hell
the
in
The
chapel
rainfall is up for the lack of worldly goods and
seals. Prof. Elliott, states that while (b) Assault on Lieutenant of Police maining.
result-lusteadily increasing in our district
car
the
about
shortage
and he was successful from the very start. sounds, and a few of the Indians go general
Pierce was representing the I'nited nominguoz. (c) Assault upon Mr
I do not believe
in a lack of fuel.
it
be
:n to mass. Alter uie services are
Held Position of Trust.
States before the Hague tribunal in ind Mrs. Hale Odin and son. (dl
in gallon will be a wl of
thing
the pas
From 1897 to 1899 he served as concluded, a procession Is formed and
the settlement, of claims growing ou'. Shooting into a house containing wo SESSION OF
with many farmers.
Last
district attorney of the Fifth Judicial marches to the race track, which is FIGHT FOR
of theseizure of" the sealing vessels men and children,
fe) The wound
SUPREME COURT
nough rain fei, to raise abunTan"
Circuit of Indiana. In 1900 he was i quarter of a mile in length. The
of J. Hamilton Lewis by the Russian ng of Ureciado. ff) "My evidence,"
crops.
The amount of moisture now
BALLOT
BOXES
are
the charge of says the message, "proves beyond a Several Cases
elected county attorney of Jefferson runners of whom there are
upon
government
in the
Taken Up Oklahoma
ground is great
he represented the owners of possibility of a doubt that some indiCounty and of which Madison is the naked except, for a breech cloth, and
piracy,
"Good lands,
Attorney Admitted to Practice
crops and opportun- - county seat. He held that position are painted no two alike. 'Fifty other In New York Mayoralty Contest Still the' vessels and even instituted ac- viduals
I
among the colored troops
Profession.
Continues Another Court
runners to contest with these arrive
until last year having been
tion in the United States district have dismissed committed these out
inbusiner:. "'
Order.
divid
across
the
the pueblo just
from
for the District of Columbia to rages and others had knowledge of
court
come out west.
after
had
he
"There are no better towns in New
The Supreme Court of New Mexico
insure the payment of his fee out of the deed and shielded the guilty from
Failing health caused him to seek ing stream. Two runners from each
Mexico than we have in
continued its session at 10 o'clock this
New York, Jan, 14. The ballot the
the Pecos a change of climate about a year ago.
'
awarded to the vessel
dart down the track. No sooner
money
the law."
Valley and prosperity is the rule
morning In the chambers at the Capiand He had .been so engrossed in his law to they reach the goal than two oth boxes containing the ballots cast for
President Acquits Brownsville People tol
not the
1905
of
election
the
in
exception with our people
building. There were nresenlmayor
city
hours
two
for
off
and
thus
sufers start
practice that, his health ihegan to
The President, dismissed as' ridicuOne of the
Leven-trit- t
Chief Justice William J. Mills. As
s
youngest towns is
raoes continue in relays of twos. were today ordered by Justice
physl-cia- l
the
his
was
fer
he
and
citi
advised
Brownsville
by
the
ous
that
charge
a, my home, which now has a
sociate Justice John R. McFle. Asso
to be placed in the custody of PASSENGER TRAIN
is given - the
side
to take a needed rest of a few The victorious
zens committed tne outrages wun a ciate Justice
of 2,000. The town was started
Frank W,
Assofor the New York City Board of ElecDITCH
INTO
the
of
Colorado.
In
governor
in
December.
months
electing
the
on
odium
to
privilege
view
negro ciate Justice William H.Parker, Assothrowing
only a little over three
tions. He vacated the order granted
Pope,
years
It
ago.
the
for
at
after
both
Denver
year.
he
and
ensuing
arrived
1905,
pueblos
has good, substantial business
tiroops and obtaining their dismissal. ciate Justice Edward A. Mann and Asthe
houses remaining there for three months
In the afternoon dances by hide by Justice Hendrick which gave
Another Scalded
One
Killed,
That the criminate were soldiers os sociate Justice Ira A. Abbott.
and residences, cement
boxes Into the custody of Attorney
Jose D.
sidewalks a went to Trinidad. The Trinidad Ad- ously painted clowns and
s
Wreck on Southern Pacific
hown hy the fact that, reputable
city water plant, a ?10,000 school
Sena, clerk of the court, was at his
Jackson.
General
mimic
followed
Utah.
at
in
are
that
was
Attempts
market
on
the
hy
vertiser
heard
the
saw
the
uniforms,
nouse, two newsoaiwa
post. The Territory was represented
n....!i.
to climb the pole, which Is at last
oices recognizing them as negroes by
ing banks four hotels, a wholesale time and he leased the plant.
Attorney General W. C. Held.
of
amid
enthe
and
never
heen
ELKINS
he
("accomplished,
had
yells
SENATOR
train the fact that Springfield rifles were United States Marshal
Although
house a telephone
Jan.
Ogden,
Creightou M..
system, several
and
fruit
the
sheep,
gaged in the newspaper business pre- the onlookers
number 10 east bound, of the South used, no weapon of that kind heing Foraker and Deputy United Slates
churches, a good nursery and a
ADMISSION
FAVORS
arod
for girls, now in process of erec- viously he finally succeeded in mak- grain are thrown to the ground
ern Pacific, was wrecked fifteen mile in the hands of civilians, and the ex- Marshal H. F. Hogh were In
tion.
ing it a paying Investment and last carried off amidst the wildest excite
west of Monlello this morning, killing aminations of shells and cartridge
Constitution
Mexico
Under
New
Of
and severely showing they coirld not have
Land Values Not Unreasonable.
July organized a stock company un- ment and St. Jerome's is supposed to
Engineer Frank Nees-leThe following cases came up today
to
is
Entitled
Believes Territory
conclusion of
Of the eight lired from a Krag Jorgensen rifle or for consideration:
Ware.
Fireman
"Unimproved land in the vicinity of der the name of the Trinidad Publish- rejoice in this happy
scalding
a State.
Become
inin
his honor. "Equally
Artesia can be bought for from $15 ing Company. He was elected as the festival
cars in the tirain seven were derailed, a Winchester.
No. 1H15, Eduardo Chaves, appellee,
to $40 an acre while
and business manager.
teresting ceremonies begin the night
Ammunition Establishes Guilt.
remaining on the
only one sleeper
Ar.lohn U. Torlina, appellant.
vs,
to
Mexican
New
relinquishments president'
the
continue" Special
amd
Christmas
Will Locate in Raton.
before
on homesteads and desert claims
A broken rail is believed to
"The finding of this ammunition in gued and submitted.
D. C, Jan. 14. Sena- track.
may
Washington,
A
the
few
was
offered
weeks
he
period.
holiday
be secured at much less.
ago
through
ilself," says the message, "establish
No, 1100, D. M. Reade, appellee, vs.
on record as fav- have been the cause.
Two and a half miles from the In tor Elklns has gone
es the guilt of the soldiers and would Pilar S. de
"In the vicinity of Artesia are a his present position as assistant counNew Mexico to
of
Lea, appellant.
Argued
admission
the
oring
Mexold
sel
and accepted. This necessitated dian pueblo Is the historic
he conclusive even W ;ho
soldiers and submitted.
number of fine little towns that are
statehood under a constitution to be BAILEY'S FRIENDS
with
his
tie
of
Fernandez
to
Raton.
removal
wife
town
Taos,
His
and
ican
had
not
seen
or
been
heard
by
and
to
C.
growing daily
J. Pratt of Oklahoma
promise
Attorney
develop children are still
the prepared by a constitutional conveninto substantial business centers.
CLAIM VICTORY Brownsville residents njion tlie night City, Oklahoma, a member of the law
residing at Trini- its primitive adobe structures,
The Senator says that he betion,
fabait
of
dad
to
will
at
make
times
many
!n
home
fourtheir
honw
quest-ion.gone by
The evidence of
firm of Pratt & Clark, was admitted
"Monument, in eastern Eddy Counlieves the Territory is entitled to
Raton as soon as Mr. Roberts
is mous westerners.
ty, is rapidly forging ahead.
teen reputable witnesses Is submit- to practice law in New Mexico this
As Do His Opponents Debate
shou-admitted
be
to
statehood
and
&
le
to
find
Fernandez
suitable residence.
Pueblo d Taos aol
ted to making sworn statements to morning. This was done in order that
Method of Conducting
"Lakewood, eighteen miles south of able
as a State.
of Trini- Taos are so queer, quainlt and curious the Union
Twenty-fihe President's investigators.
Judge Jesse G. Northcutt,
Artesia, is in the hands of progressive
he could appear In the case of the
'
people and surrounded by rich, well dad, is the general counsel of the that at all times can he found- there
ive
other witnesses saw minor Territory of New Mexico, appellee,
Yankeo. Coal Company and the cor- a colony of artists and writers study MINE EXPLOSION
watered lands.
Austin, Texas, Jan. 14. The adher- phases of the affair, making state- vs. Elmer L. Price, appellant, a case
"Eight miles south of Artesia is porations affiliated with it. ,He was ing the Indian and 'Mexican itraits.
ents
of Stnah)r Baitoy 'llld 't,H fl(lor ments accordingly.
taken on appeal from the district
KILLS FOUR
Dayton, which is coming rapidly to until recently on the district bench Frank P. Sanerwen and Bert Greer
Town Fired Upon From Fort.
court of Roosevelt County.
an morning in a. ireuitie uuum uiw
the fore and Is in every wav a credit in Colorado but resigned his judge- Phillips have studios in Taos, while
From a M this the President gathfor an investigation inasking
Known
How
to the county.
ship to accept this responsible posi- Frederick Remington, E. I Blumen- At Clinton, IndianaNot
to the charges made against, the Sen- ered that, fifteen or twenty negro SECTION HAND KILLED BY TRAIN
"Lake Arthur, ten miles to the tion. Judge Northcutt and Mr. Rob- sohein affld Curtis, the photographer
Many Were in the Shaft,
ator In connection with certaiin oil in- soldiers committed the outrage and
north of Artesia, need only be known erts have formed a law partnership of Indians, periodically visit, that lo
terests. Both sides claim the victory that some numerous shols- were fired
Raton, N. M., Jan. 14. Gorgonio
as the center of the shallowest artes- and have opened an office at Eaton. cality for new subjects.
Into the town from the fort.
Clinton, Ind Jan, 14. Four miners when the final vote comes.
40 years old, a native of
Sabedra,
Raian wells in the district.
Ijast week George iL. Beam was in were killed in a gas explosion in a
Attacked Town at Night.
There can Mr.- 'Roberts left yesterday for
was
struck and killed by
Mexico,
he no question as to its future.
In getting a mine here this morning. It is not SHEA TRIAL ARGUMENTS HEARD
ton after several days spent in San- Taos and succeeded
"The shooting," said the President, Santa Fe passenger train No. 1 re
ta Fe.
Population Is Cosmopolitan.
"was done at midnight,
wonderfully artistic view of this pueb known how many more men were in
After the cently near Otero, thia county. He
"I could go on telling of the prolo from a new point of view, which the mine, but it is thought ix or sev14.
111., Jan.
Chicago,
Arguments first volley, the soldiers advanced up had been employed as a section hand
towns
dead.
we
Six of commenced today in the Shea trial. on the town, firing into a residence. at Pueblo and was
and people all day SUIT FOR MILLIONS AGAINST
gressive
en more will he found
reproduce. The low
walking to Mexico
without exhausting all I could with
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD. structure in the foreground is the en the Injured have been brought out. Attorney Holt opened for the state. Few of (the soWiers therefore could In company with Manuel Serna, a
justice say.
trance to an fSitufa or kiva, the coun
He denounced President Shea of the have been ignorant, of the affair. In- friend.
Serna heard the train and
"We have a cosmopolitan populaTeamsters Union as the leader of a deed, it te probable that but few of both men stepped from the track.
SpringfleM, 111., Jan. 14 The suit cil chamber of the Delight Makers, GAS FROM STOVE
tion in the Pecos Valley. Carlsbad of the state against the IliMnoi Cen- one of the mysterious Indian orders
KILLED FOUR PERSONS disreputable
element in the labor the soldiers dismissed, could have Sabedra did not get far enough from
numbers a majority of Southern peo- tral! for the collection of several mil- so beautifully described by Bandolier
New York, Jam 14. Gas which es- - ranks.
missed seeing the attack.
the rails and was struck by the pilot
ple among its population. Ths people lion dollars which the state alleges in hi-- story of the same nam, The
from a heating stow caused
President Carefully Reviewed Case. and instantly killed.
His body was
of Roswell are mainly Southerners has been withheld from the state's tall poles are the arms of a ladder the death of Meyer Rirbin, his wife
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
I have gone carefully over each brought here. Slabreda left a wife in
also. Artesia too has many Southern share of the gross
earnings of the leading to the subterranean chamber, and a son in a Brooklyn tenement. as are required by law, printed In issue of law and fact that has been Mexico and was en route to spent the
railroad was filed In the is'ate supreme Tourists visit Taos at all seasons but The daughter died later at a hospi-I- blank form by the New Mexican
winter with her after six months' ab
(Continued on Page 8).
court today.
greatest numbers- on the festival itaiL
Printing Company.
sence.
(Continued on Pag Eight.)
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE NEW MEXICAN
MAX. FROST, Editor.
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Entered as Secoud Class Matter at the Santa Fe I'ostoffice.
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PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY-

-

The New Mexican is the oldest ne wspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every poatofflce In the TerrlUw uid
'urge and growing circulation
imong the Intelligent and progressive people oi me Southwest.

hu t

NEW MEXICO'S POPULATION
STEADILY INCREASING.
The El Paso Herald in a recent Issue comments upon the tremendous
growth in population which New Mex
ico has experienced during the past
year and which has been pointed out
several times by the New Mexican
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COMPARISONS
FAVOR
SANTA FE.
That there may be a great difference in climate on different sides of
the same mountain range Is shown by
be yearly climatic summary for Santa Fe and Las Vegas just published,
these two cities being only forty miles
apart as the crow flies but separated
by the Sangre du Christo mountains.
During 190U Santa Fe had !!2 cloudy
days, more than its usual average,
while Las Vegas bail .17 days classed
as cloudy. The maximum tempera
ture t Santa Fe was 87 degrees, while
Las Vegas had four months last year
dining which this maximum was ex
ceeded, June showing a maximum of
05 degrees, July of 93 degrees, August
of 91 degrees and September S3 degrees. On the other hand, it did not
get any colder at Santa Fe than it
did at Las Vegas and the maximum
range of temperature at Las Vegas
was eight degrees greater
than tit
Smita Fe. The precipitation at Las
Vegas was 2X.85 inches while at Santa
Fe it was only 1fi.fi Inches and even
thai was almost two inches more
than the average. Las Vegas bud !!1.5
inches of snow last year, 2(1 inches of
which fell this winter, or almost
twice as much as has fallen at Santa
Fe in that time this winter. However,
in many respects, Las Vegas climate
is just as fine as that of Santa Fe
and there may be some respects in
which it excels at certain times of
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ubject of building for the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience as Editor. Author and Mnnut'uc-turahe Is, without doubt, the highest
authority on all these .subjects. AiIiIi-phall Inquiries to William A. Rudford, Xn.
194 Fifth
Ave., Chicago. III., and only
enclose two-cestamp lor reply.
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The word colonial In house construction and also In furniture design
is frequently used without a definite
idea of its meaning when used in this
connection.
Properly speaking, a
colonial house, or colonial furniture,
dates back before the Declaration of
Independence when this country was
a dependency of Great Britain and
Classed as a colony or colonies.
Some good houses were built at

produce the best results with the
least burden upon the taxpayer. Ho
much Is certain, no county as yet,
seems willing to invest money for
modern road building machinery; nor
is there a unity of plan or adminis
tration of road building methods by
f
any county in the Territory. As far
The Herald says:
as this is concerned, the Territory
B
I mZ!l'" I
"The most remarkable thing that would be in better position to acquire
happened in New Mexico last year modern road building machinery and
was the tremendous influx of new set to exercise at least, a supervision of
the year although taken the year
ters. The increase is estimated by road building that would assure
around Santa Fe climate is ahead of
some papers to have been 90,0no, or
the climate of any other town In the
a third of the previous population.
that may be an overesti- FARM AND ORCHARD LANDS IN Rocky mountain regions.
Though
mate, suppose the increase was no
SANTA FE COUNTY.
PITY 'TIS SO.
more than .10.000, It still means a most
T1k
land
New Mexican regrets that In
under
Farming
irrigation
for
influence
powerful
development
in Santa Fe County is apprebut few parts of the Territory have
and progress, brought into the Terri ditches
ciating very rapidly, and in certain taxpayers aroused themselves to the
tory.
in value during importance
of the justice of the
"These 50,000 or 90,000 new people sections bus trebled
are almost without exception English the past four years. This is a hope peace elections that took place today,
ful indication. American farmers are lint HI tie effort has been made to
speaking natives of the United States
in t lie beautiful and fruitful nominate for the position of justice
well educated, possessing some inde- settling
of this city and are pur metr of property, of standing, of at
north
valleys
pendent means, young and ambitious
In
least some knowledge of the law. Yet,
and having the virtues of thrift and chasing orchard and farm lands.
dustrious and experienced orclbard in the ordinary affairs of life, Ihe
industry. They have come from free
of the peace court is called upon
Ists and tanners cannot, only make a
choice, to make new homes for them
on from ten to fifteen to settle disputes far oflener than the
gooil
living
First Floor Plan.
to
lot.
and
better
their
selves
They
acres of orchard land in this county, higher courts, in fact, a proportion
bring valuable
experience gained but can
also lay by a comfortable sur- of the cases which cumber the that time by emigrants from England
among the older and more settled en
exdockets of the New Mexico courts and other countries and the best Ideas
vironments of the eastern and central plus. This has been proven by
ou took for the future and increase their cost to the taxpay- of building known at the time were
states, and enter with intelligent zeal perience. The
for Santa Fe County in this respect is ers, have their origin in justice of the incorporated In these houses. There
upon the work of building up new
very
encouraging. Every acre in the pence courts and should have been is abundant, evidence of Ihe influence
in
communities
the west.
"New Mexico has been very widely Santa Fe Valley from the mouth of settled there. Where justices of the exerted on the minds of builders in
advertised through the statehood agl the Santa Fe Canyon for ten or twelve peace can he influenced by a consid- those days by the free expanse of
disnew territory.
Some of these old
tation. and taking advantage of the miles southwest, should again be eration there the law falls Into
under cultivation. All this repute and people lose their respect time builders came from the narrow
brought
rail
the
accorded,
publicity already
was irrigated and crops for it. Grievious injustice may thus streets of old London and other large
roads have engaged in an active cam section
raised thereon years ago. The water lie done and the innocent, made In cities where narrow fronts and a
paign for homomakers. New Mexico
dingy outlook was a rule even with the
has vast areas of government land supply then was ample. There are suffer instead of the guilty being
hundreds and hundreds of acres- of
ready for the settler, and the terms
have appeared attractive to the north good land that, would produce the
In a number of the counties of this
erners and easterners looking for n best, ' crops of eereals'and fine fruit,
new location and reached through the with proper facilities for irrigation. Terrilory officials, excepting possibly
There has also The water supply in the Santa Fe the assessor and in a few cases the
railroad bureaus.
years treasurer and
collector, are
been a heavy movement into New- River wn ample twenty-livMexico from Texas, so that the Pecos ago for this purpose ami why not not. receiving too high compensation.
now?
Take Santa Fe county, for instance.
Valley is strongly influenced by this
The County Commissioners, the Profactor in the population.
"New Mexico has lain comparntlve-l- TERRITORIAL STATUTES SHOULD bate Clerk, the Probate Judge, the
Sheriff and the Superintendent of
BE REVISED.
dormant for many years, until re
The New Mexico ISar Association Schools are certainly not overpaid.
cently. There has been steady, sub
stantinl growth, but nothing specta will at its meeting on next Monday Considering the bond he has to
amount
and
the groat
cular. Now, however, the movement discuss the subject of law reform. furnish
in
office
the
work
his
seems to have turned her way, and be- Most of its members hold to the view of
Collector
and
fore the next census the Territory and very rightly, that at the basis of Treasurer
will have added to her population an law reform in New Mexico must lie receives not. loo high a compensation.
immense body of picked citizens who a revision of the compiled laws and However, there are comities, in which
will
with the progressive legislative acts to date, that is an too high salaries are paid or too great
spirits of the old regime to build up a elimination of obsolete statutes, a fees are allowed. No general rule can
or fairly be made. The salaries
of
powerful, rich, populous, and produc harmonizing
conflicting enact- jhstly
tice commonwealth."
ments; the brushing away of legal of officials in each county should be
reabsurdities; a modernizing in form adjusted with the work and the
A NEW RAILROAD
DEPOT FOR and substance, and a compilation that sponsibility entailed on each official.
SANTA FE.
will be of real service in tho interpreThe receipts of the Santa Fe rail tation and enforcement of the law. II
During Ihe last few days (he New
way Company at Santa Fe approxi is the purpose of the Bar Association Mexican lias been fortunate enough to
mate $125,000 a year and during the to appoint a legislative committee secure interviews with leading citi- better and more expensive dwellings.
A broad front and square
rooms,
past quarter century have totaled $!!,- which will be ready to assist with its zens from various sections of the Sunsum which legal experience In drafting proposed shine Territory. These have appear- with a wide ball hi the center was
000,000, an enormous
stands only for part of the financial legislation. That is, not so much to ed in its columns nnd hundreds of the elegant plan adopted by the more
benefit that Santa Fe is to the line suggest legislation as lo see to it extra copies have been sent to people generous hearted entertainers of colfor it represents only traffic paid for that whatever legislation is enacted living in the stales east and north of onial days. They could afford lo be
prodigal in the expenditure of space
here and not the Incoming passenger is passed in legal form so as lo avoid New Mexico for perusal and considerbusiness nor the trade handled in ambiguities, to prevent repetition and ation. This is the best kind of ad- because they had left congestion behind them and the influence of their
transit. The New Mexican does not to make the act
us far as vertising for the resources of New
new environment
had
suggested
go far astray when it says that since wording and form arc concerned. The Mexico and is doing great good. Hunthe Santa Fe Railway Company has bar will thus perform a real service dreds and hundreds of Immigrants broadened lines In regard to house
come here this city has been worth for which it. Is to be greatly
have been induced to settle in the va- room as well as the affairs of the
to it in gross Income not far from six
rious sections of the Territory by the state.
.Many ideas have since resulted in
million dollars or more than sufficient
advertising given them in the columns
to pay for its Belen
f
and leave DELEGATE ANDREWS AND DELE- of this paper. Every copy thus sent the modification of this commendable
a handsome surplus for operating ex
out aids New Mexico in general and style of house building. But down to
GATE SMITH.
the present time we have many adpenses. In view of this fact, Santa Fe
"In the matter of garden seeds. Santa Fe in particular. The beno
mirers of the old fashioned square
are
results
which has given its name to the In(icial
apparent.
A.
Mark
of
Smith
Arizona
Delegate
house with a parlor on one side and
lire system and no small part of its would seem at a distance to be outadvertising fame, is not asking any doing our own delegate, W .11. AnThe New Mexican does not believe a drawing room on the other. These
thing outrageous when it petitions for drews, with the shipment of two bags in a niggardly policy towards its Ter- old houses had a broad hall, often ten
or twelve feet wide, in the center of
a new depot for the accommodation of
of seeds, about 150 packages, to the ritorial educational, charitable, penal
passenger and freight business. Sure- board or trade at. Phoenix, but. in the and administrative institutions.
The the house. This great hall sometimes
was furnished with a big brick or
ly, the old ramshackle which has an- matter
of
needed tax monies spent on them conies
accomplishing
stone
swered this purpose for quarter of a
fireplace in the far end where
to
the
This
fold.
home
people many
things for the good of the Terrilory
century has more than paid for it- he represents the New Mexico dele- paper is also an advocate of liberal cordwood sticks were burned and the
warmth from the fire diffused through
self and a new structure would be a
gate may go to the head of the maintenance of the common schools the
credit not oraly to the city font to class." Las
open stairway to the rooms above.
of
Colorado
more
the
has
Territory.
Optic.
Vegas
the railroad company.
No corporaIt is easy to imagine the cordial
Correct! Delegate W. H. Andrews state educational, charitable, penal
tion should be so
as to
Institutions sup- reception the guests received on enaccomplishes more for New Mexico and administrative
front
neglect, entirely the place that gave than does
a representative
porting the population than .has any tering the wide
many
birth to its greatness, even though from
and populous districts for other slate in the Union and expends door encased in a heavy' frame of timgreat
the birth was humble and gave It its his constituents,
bers. There was a heavy sash with
although such re- great amounts of money on Its
name. What must be the impression of
its several lights of glass on either
Colorado
is
schools.
vote
a
can
prosperous.
very
has
and
.the traveler who has read of the fame presentative
make himself felt on tho floor of the Taxes paid for purposes stated above side of the door frame sometimes
of the Santa Fe system, has heard of
House, Comparisons are odious, to come home many fold and bring in reaching nearly to the floor and genits greatness, when he alights at the be
erally there was a long transom winsure, but the comparison between many benefits.
dow above.
shanty which serves .this magnificent Delegate Andrews and Delegate Mar
The heavy oaken door
railway system as a depot in this city. cus Aureiius smith Is so much in
was furnished with a big brass knockOn account of a sanitary streak
lock with a key
Surely, the officials of the company favor o'f the former and so much to the members of the
Pennsylvania leg- er and an immense
owe Santa Fe that much considerathe credit of the Sunshine Territory, islature took the oath of office on nn nearly a foot long, but tho big heavy
tion as to give it a depot fitting with that it is
reproper to make it. Hardly individual Bible for each member doors opened easily and quickly in
its importance and its history, espec- a day passes
on which Delegate An and now the discovery has been made, sponse to the clatter of the big brass
ially when it is remembered that this drews does not do something good according to 'a Pennsylvania
knocker because even strangers were
excounty groans under a bonded indebt- or beneficial for New Mexico, or for change, that fifty of these Bibles have welcome and friend3 were received
doedness partly incurred by a liberal
some citizen thereof.
been stolen, presumably by legisla- with genuine cordiality If not afnation to the railroad company that
tors. This is the first reform legisla- fection.
has treated Santa Fe niggardly and in
Some of these old colonial houses
ture that the Keystone Stale has had
CLEANLINESS
PUBLIC
THE
FIRST
a stepfatherly manner for many years,
were built with timbers much larger
to
for
and
the
many
years
according
REQUISITE.
while places far less deserving of
In several New Mexico towns the above even reform manifests some and placed closer together than is now
the company s gratitude have been
customary in building our largest
public schools have been closed nn strange weaknesses.
boosted at the expense of this city.
barns or warehouses.
account of the prevalence of contaThrough all the intervening years
diseases and a number of the
Patriotic citizens who would gladly
gious
SUGGESTIONS AS TO NEW ROAD settlements suffer from some form sacrifice themselves to hold office In we have retained the general style of
LAWS.
or other of epidemic. Eminent author New Mexico are plentiful these days these commodious old colonial houses.
The one given on this page has the
It is suggested that the question of ities have said that every form of judging from the number of appliroad repair and road making be taken contagious disease Is the result of cations- for appointment to office re- old style of roof, the square proporentirely out of the hands of county au- filth and they may be called filthy dis- ceived and being received by Govern- tions and the general air of breadth,
thorities and be entrusted to a state eases. Not that every person afflicted or Hagerman.
The desire to hold practically the same as the most apcommission as Is done in other states with such disease is filthy but that public office is ovidently strong in the proved house in George Washington's
where a beginning In good road build- the germs breed in filth and have breasts of many citizens of the SunThe New Mexican Bindery Is
ing has been made. It is argued that their origin' In filth and that If there shine Territory.
New Mexico expends annually at least were no filth there would be no conout some of. the most artistic
$50,000 in clish and twice as much in tagious disease. It is a lesson that
They are talking In dead earnest binding In the Southwest. It Is the
most completely equipped binderr In
labor for road repair and road over- the city of Scrantnn, Pennsylvania. about constructing
a hotel
fifty
seers and yet the roads are not better for instance, is learning at present for stories high In Gotham. The promot- the Rocky Mountain States soutl ot
for ft. That same sum expended sys It has over 1.000 typhoid fever cases ers say that tlhey want to get as high is headquarters for legal blanks of all
under territorial
super- and it should also be learned by New ai possible above the street level. kinds. The company makes a specialty
tematically
vision, or perhaps, by the penitentiary Mexico towns that periodically suffer The latter is evidently something like In handling land office blanks, necessary in homestead entries and in minauthorities, would result in a few from the ravages of diphtheria, scar- Hades.
eral applications. Prices low, especiyears in the building of at least sev- let fever, typhoid fever and someeral stretches of good roads and a times smallpox.
The first duty of a
One of the hobbies of Leopold, ally In quantities, Circulars giving
better maintenance of such roads as municipality
is to enforce public King of the Belgians, is said to be full Information furnish' mi applicaexist. The necessity for good roads cleanliness and there Is no reason street cleaning. A month or two of tion. .
in New Mexico need not be dwelt why Santa Fe, as the capitRl, should the reign of that king in Santa Fe
upon, every one acknowledges it, and not set an example and be the clean- would be a blessing. Do you see the
Subscribe tor the Das!, New Mein
I he
connection?
only question Is as to methods to est town in the Southwest,

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.

Home

A. Badfobd
Editor.

time. Hut we have moved the hall a
little to one side to mane room for
a longer sitting room in proportion to
the size of the house. We h.avn
with the old fashioned drawing1
room and substituted a parlor and
sitting room combined that offers a
great deal more comfort because it
tends to increase sociability and sociability is the keynote of entertain-

One of the Best Hotels in the West.
Calsine and Table Service Unexcelled

done-awa-

ing.
We still have the wide hall with a
fireplace In the far end but we haven't
the cordwood to burn so we have re
duced the size of ihe fireplace to fit
the fuel that we are obliged to use.
Then instead of building the servants'
quarters outside in a separate building we have combined the back porch
with a pleasant room that answers
the same purpose.
We have improved on the old time
dining room, pantry and kitchen because we have discovered that it
takes a great many steps to travel a
distance of twenty or thirty feet be-

tween the dining table and the kitchen
range. We have cut down the number of these steps as much as possi-- .
ble and we have arranged the pantry
with shelves for the dishes midway
between the dining room and kitchen
and we have a pot cupboard for the
storage of uecessarv kitchen utensils
as close and convenient as possible
(to the range.
During the Interval between the old
colonial days and the present time
we have added a hot water heater to
our kitchen range nnd connected it
with a water pressure supply that
carries hot water lo the bath room
as well as to the kitchen sink.
Our modern bath rooms effect, a
great saving in perfumery bills. When
hot water was scarce and bath rooms
were the exception rather than the
rule the scent bottles and sachot bags
were a necessary nccoiupaniment ol
the toilet. Our hardheaded, practical,
Inventive geniuses and mechanics
probably bad no intention of putting
the scent makers out of business but
they are responsible for the change
whether they intended to or not.

jus-lic-

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,

M.

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.

Rational Surety

Co., of

Jlcw York

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rate,
Strong Line of Fire insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue
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LACOME & GABLE, Proprietors.
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American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Righted. Every Kooin a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Trees ,tV,e Button we do the rest.

Corona da Hotel and Cafe
Because of the light construction of
this house it Is less expensive even
in these days of hig'i prices than a
similar bouse constructed a hundred
yeans ago. Willi all improvements a
bouse built after this plan, twenty,
eight by thirty feet, may be built

-

One of

the Best Restanrarts in llie font tmi est.

OPEN DAY andNIGHT
REGULAR MEALS 35c

f

FIRST CLASS SHORT
A LA CARTE.

MEAL TICKET, ax Meals $5.

ORDERS-SERV-

ED

All Kinds of Spanish Dishes Prepared by New Cook From El Paso.

Best Rooms in City; 50 Cents and Up.

Cut-of-

,

Washington Avenue

-

GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO FOR

e

thick-panele-

PALACE HOTEL

I

respectfully, but earnestly request that you take your meals at
south side plaza.

my restaurant,

G. L.UPE

Second
j

Floor Plan.

complete with heating apparatus and
piumuing in tne smaller cities and
country places for about $2,800.

our Pet Slang.

The noted foreigner was sorely

puz-

zled.

"Tell me of ze American language..
Kt ees so queer. Ze conductor on ze
street car told me to skidoo! What
does skidoo mean, kind gentleman?"
"Skidoo? Ob ,tbat means 23."
"Twenty-three- ?
And
what does

that mean?"

HERDER A, Prop.

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.

"Why, beat it."
"Beat eet? How extraordinary!
What does er beat eet mean?"
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
"Why, vamoose."
And
"By the shade of Napoleon!
what does vamoose mean?"
To the woods
"Fade away!
for
The Legislative Manual for 1906 oi
yours! Are you on? Why, they'll
"
Blue Book for New Mexico, hlstorica.
hand you a lemon. They
and official compendium of value tc
But the noted foreigner had fled.
eve,y business man and officer and c
interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
But It's Not Fonetic.
Some slanderer of womankind has Price $1.50. Address the New Mex
lean Printing Company, Santa Fe.
Is the cordiscovered that Minne-ja-Jrect spelling of the famous Indian
The New Mexican can do printing
maiden's name -- Tacoma Ledger.
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
If you cauuoc afford to aay for a
ork we turn out. Try our work once
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly. and you will certainly come again. We
New Mexican Keview
and get the have all the facilities tor turning out
cream of the week's doings. It is
every class of work, Including one of
good paper to send to your friends.
the best binderies in the west
The public Is showing its apprecia
The New Mexican Priming Company
tiou of the attractive circulars sent bag on hand a large supply of pads
out by the New Mexican Printing the desk, and also for lawyers and
Company, in regard to rubber stamps, merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell them at Ave cents In book form,
Subscribe for the Dally New
but will give a discount on quantities.
and get Je news.
If you want anything ot earth try
Now Mexican advertisers get trade.
New Mexican

SANTA

E,N. M

Subscribe for the Daily New
and get the news.

MONDAY,

JANUARY

8A3fTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE, X. M.

14, 1907.

CHURCH WILL NOT
YIELD TO FRANCE

BAflI

TIJE FIRST pTIOJSAL

Pope

OF SANTA FE,

Transacts

Cashier,

Surplus ana' UntU 'i 'sa1 Froflta SIMM.

Capital (1HJNO- -

a general

banking business In all ita branches.

Loans

colmoney on the most favorable terma on all kinds of personal and
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for

Its customers.

Buys and sella domestic

transfers of monoy

makes telegraphic

and foreign
to all parte

exchange
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Issues Encyclical and
Bishops Obey Provisions to
the Letter.

Paris, France, Jan. 14. An encyclical Issued recently by the Pope
seemingly puts an end to the hopes
of the moderates of all shades of opinion, that the church eventually would
accommodate itself to the new conditions In France. There Is - not the
slightest suggestion that French bishops will not obey the orders from
Rome. The consequences are likely
to be deplorable from every point of
A majority of the clergy and
view.
Catholics generally recognize that
there is practically no chance of the
church emerging victorious from the
struggle. On the contrary, the lot of
the church will be harder. Even
Jaurez, the socialist leader refers regretfully to the consequences which
the Papal encyclical will entalr.
He says "The Pope desires to save
the dogma and hierarchy. In reality
ho is preparing their ruin."

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1170.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Caihlar,
RUFU3 J. PALEN, President,
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
LKVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
Assistant

Pius

and

PAGE
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Jtflake a fowri
Willard WillTHE
GATEWAY
WILLARD,

Willard Is located In the southern part of the wonderful Estancia Valley at the Junction of the new main line of the A., T. and S. F., and the Santa Fe
Central, with a prospective line to El Paso surveyed part way. It has fine water in abundance and It Is the only point on the entire new line where
there is good water and plenty of it. The A., T. and S. F. Company own a body of land there and will build and equip besides a new $10,000.00
concrete depot building, the largest pumping station In the west, pumping water as far as the Rock Island crossing, sixty miles
are cheap NOW and the people have the smile that won't come off. It is near the geographical center of New Mexico and of Torrance County,
and Its railroads make It easily accessible to all parts of the country. It is a natural gateway. It has a live, progressive class of citizens who PULL
TOGETHER. It has Push, it has promise, it has excellent business openings. It is worth your while to Investigate. If you are a live one, Willard
wants you. The townsite is owned by
east-Lot-

Willard Town

and Imorovement Go.
JOHN BECKER,

Call on or address

JOHN W. CORBETT,

s

WILBUR

Pres, and Gen. Mgr.
Vice Pree.

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary,
LOUIS, C. BECKER, Treasurer.

A. DUNLAVY,

Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.

CARL A. DALIES, OR WM. TAYLOR, WILLARD.
By reason of Homeseekers tickets reading to other points the country around Willard has beer, .omewhat overlooked
open to homestead entry comparatively close In.

WEAK

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

KIDNEYS MAKE WEAK
BODIES.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

and vacant i,.U yet remains

CIVIL

civilized

MUCH TALK BUT
NO INVESTIGATION

HIRAM T. IROWN,
ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
D. I. Mineral Surveyor
New afexlee.
Fe,

laata
Kidney Diseases Cause Half the ComATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Palace.
mon Aches and Ills of Santa Fe
J. F. Laderer, McPherson, Kansas;
People.
agency, public or private. Interest a'lowed on time depoelta at the
Mrs, J. E. Clark, Albuquerque; Miss
MAX. FROST.
NOTARY PUBLICS.
Texas
Jessie
G,
As one weak link weakens a chain,
Legislature Discussing Ways
Hickmott, Detroit; W. H.
at law.
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month' or ysar'e term.
Attorney
and Means of Looking Into
Dearstyne, Denver; A. C. Chandler, so weak kidney3 weaken the whole Santa re
New Mexico.
Columbus, Ohio; Miss M. C.
I Iberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
Bailey's Conduct.
body and hasten the final breaking-down- .
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
J. O. L. Verplanck,
The bank cxecutet all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
New York;
Notary Public.
Jan. 14. SaturEd. E.
Austin, Texas,
Overwork, stratus, colds and other
Office with the New Mexican
,
H. B. HOLT,
the
lower
house
of
the Jones, Washington, D. C; S.
day
causes
conthe
le
when
Ir,
ae
and
injure
all
liberal
kidneys,
triatmeni
aa
respecte,
to
them
alms to extend
Co., Santa Fe. New Mexico.
Attorney-at-Law.
leglsteture started uixn an eight hour
Chicago; T. J. Tonge, Estancia; tneir activity is lessened the whole
De- New Mexico.
discussion as to whether
Senator James V. Bergen, El Paso; J. A.
sistent with eafety and the prlnclplee of sound banking. Safety
body suffers from the excess of uric Las Cruces,
Practices in the district courts as
Denting; Hairy O. Wilson, Chi- poison circulated in the blood.
Baitoy should be investigated by a
of the public la reapectfully
posit boxee for rer.t. Tha patronage
committee or by the House in a body, cago; H. K. Immel, John J. Fox, DenREAL ESTATE AND MINES.
Aches and pains and languor and well as before the Supreme Court of
as to Ms alleged connection with the ver; H. C, Cook, E. D. Wallis, Trini urinary ills come, and there Is an
the Territory.
Waters-PiercOil Company.
The dad; Guy C. Talbot, Edward Gessat,
tendency towards diabets
'two factions agreed that each side Arteaia; W. J. Mills, Las Vegas; Rob and fatal
Bright's disease. There
ROMAN L. BACA,
should have four hours time and at ert P. Ervien, Clayton; C. S. Price, is uo real help for the sufferer except
Real Estate and Mines.
RICHARD H. HANNA.
t'he expiration of that time, a vote Madisonville, New York.
kidney help.
Spanish Translator, Notary Public
Attorney at Law.
Claire.
should be taken. Adjournment took
Doan's Kidney Pills act directly on Phono 6.
Ofllce Griffin building, Washington
Office, Grifflt: Blk
Mrs
El
Venceslao
Rilo:
Jaramlllo,
the kidneys and cure every kidney
place before the debate was
Avenue, Santa F N. M.
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
Howe and children, Willard: Eugenio 111. Santa Fe cures are the proof.
ROSWBI.L, KKW MKX1CO.
Romero, Las Vegas; C. P. Gould,
Benito
Romero, employed with
O. W. PRICHARD,
Philadelphia; W. J. Tracy, Denver; Ijambertson's Transfer, residence San
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
NURSERY FOR
,
and Counselor at Law.
Adam J. Weip, Del Norte; W; K.
Attorney
Francisco Street, says: "The use of
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Practices in all the District Courts
Denver; Barney Mason, Willard; plasters for a var and a half on my
PORTALES SOON
MASONIC.
C. A. Cole, Hastings, Nebraska: 13. A.
back did not bring the results I expect- and fives special attention to cases
E. V. ed
Wells.
McCook,
Nebraska;
and relief from pain across the before the Territorial Supreme Court
Men From Arkansas Decide That
Two
tCstnbllsbed and Supported by the Territory.
Montezuma Lodge N"
N. M.
Chavez, Albuquerque; N, C. Frenger, loins was
One is Needed Experienced in
Just as remotely in the dis- Oltlce, Laughlin Bit., Santa Fe,
Las Cruces; P. B. McGlynn, Denver; tance as It was
A. M. Regu1, A. F.
I first noticed it.
when
Their Work.
M. L. Kahn, Pueblo; J. C. Cooper,
lar communication first
This led me to go to Ireland's Phar
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
Kansas; C. J. Pratt, Oklahoma
Monday of each month
IENJAMIN M. READ,
Cohens. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comPortales, N. M., Jan. 14. R. ,T. Nel- City, Oklahoma; George A, Fleming, macy for Doan' Kidney Pills and Uke
at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
course
a
of treatment.
I read in our
son and brother, F. F. Nelson, horti- East Las
eloctrlc-llghteAttorney at law.
all conveniences.
baths,
plete;
Vegas; M. C. Mecheam,
Mexico.
Saata
New
Fe
Santa
Fe,
could
that,
m.
be
de
P.
culturists at De Queen, Arkansas,
papers
they
Martha E. Savage, Sedalla,
Palace Ave
H. F. STEPHENS, W, M.
have decided to start a modern up to Missouri; L. B. Bevier, Trinidad.
pended upon and with considerable Office, Sena Blk.
TUITION, BOARD find LAUNDRY, S250 per session. Session Is
faith in the preparation because it
ALAN B. McCORD, Cecy.
date nursery at this place. They were
bree terms of thirteen weeks each.
Normandie.
here a week ago and looked the farmAntonio L. Lynn, New Jersey; positively stated that they were for
ROSWBLL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
ing section over. They consider that John A. Mason, Alamosa; T. Bucking- the kidneys and the kidneys alone, I
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
CHAS. A. LAW,
Sunshine svery day from September to June.
this country has a future In the line ham, Cerrillos, Joseta Martinez, Las commenced the treat.mfn.t. It was
1, R. A. M.
Regular
Attornev-a- t
Law.
of orchards.
convocation 2nd MonVegas; Dick House, Durango; H. M very a.tlsfaotory. I rsed two boxes U. S. Land Office
a
REGENTS Nathau 'a9a, W. M Eeed, W, M. Atkinson, W. A.
Practice,
Specialty
a
have
at
and
now
They
large nursery
they stopped the trouble."
Hurley, Chama; J. B. Rodriguez.
day of each month it
New Mexico
De Queen and took a premium on Velarde.
Flnlay and E. A. Cauoon
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Clayton,
Masonic Hall at 7:11
For particulars address
their products at a horticultural excents.
COL J. W. WILLSCN, Supl,
Co.. Buffalo.
Coronado,
t- n.
hibit in their state. On account of
Antonio Salazar, Estancia: M. I. New York, sole agents for the United
S. SPITZ, H. P.
being in business there they are not Osborne, Temple, Texas; H. Turner, States.
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN,
ARTKTJR SBLIGMAN, Secy.
to
arso
made
prepared
stay here,
Remember the name Doan'si and
Estancia; L. Longhary, Albuquerque;
Attorney at law.
rangements with J. S. Bushong, who A. H. Belmont, Lincoln, Nebraska; take no other.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Santa Fe Commandery No,
lives four miles west of town, to plant Frank Hurd, Oshkosh, Indiana.
United
States
District
1, K. T. Regular conclave
Attorney
and cultivate 2,500 apple grafts which
Subscribe for the Daily New
fourth Monday In each
These HARDWICK TAKES STEPS
they will ship out soon.
month at Masonic Hall at
the
grown
grafts, properly
coming
,:" TO SECURE BOND
:J0 p. m.
W. H. GRIFFIN, at. C.
A.
W.
POLLARD,
summer, will be ready to market next
HEALTHY CHILDREN.
W. H. KENNHDY, Recorder.
fall and spring.
Attorney at law.
There is nothing better for weak,
Associate Justice Edwaid A. Mann
These Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. The efficacy of these wat- District Attorney, Luna Ceunty.
Lauritzen's
of Alamogordo, who is In the city at ipuny children than Dr.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
located In the midst of the Ancient ers has been thoroughly tested by
Health Table Malt. It makes them Demlng - . . . New Mexico 14th
tending the session of the Territo
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivmiles west the miraculous cures attested to in the TRAIN'S MAD FLIGHT
degree, Ancient and Accepted
rial Supreme Court, has author strong, fat and hearty. And being
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu
DOWN GRADE ized
can result
the issuance of a writ of habeas absolutely
on the third Saturday of each montu
Fe, and about twelve miles from
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght's
J.
H. C. Wade at 7:30 o'clock In
Boaham.
corpus 'in t'ho case of 'the Territory only in good for the little ones.
the evening In
Station, on the Deriver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Santa Fe Has Disastrous
S.
H.
KATJNE
&
CO.
was
Wreck at vs. Samuel Hardwick. Hardwlck
BONHAM & WADE,
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Grande Railway, from which point a Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh
26.
No
Phone
Rowan
One Was
bound over without ball to await the
Attorneys at Liv.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
dally line of stages runs to the springs. La Grippe, all Femal Complaints, etc.,
Killed.
Practice In the Supreme and Dls cordially Invited to attend.
aotlon of the grand jury on a charge CITY BOTTLING WORKS. Phone 8
The temperature of these waters is etc. Board, lodging and bathing S2.50
of 'murdering Constable Lawson alt
irlet Court! of the Territory, in tht CHARLB8 FRANKLIN BASLBY, SI.
from 90 to J22 degrees. The gases are per day; $45 per week; $50 per
I CAN SELL
Probate Courts and kefore the U, S
Bakersfleld, Cat., Jan. 14. A Santa Tucumeari. Attorney If. L. Boon, of
Venerable Muter.
carbonic. Altitude, 0,000 feet. Climate month. Stage meets Denver, trains
Your Real Estate or Business
Surveyor General and U. S. Land PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, 8eo.
the year and waits for Santa Fe train upon re Fe freight train broke in two at Tucumcari, counsel for the defendant
very dry and delightful
No Matter Where Located
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.
round. There Is now a commodious quest. This resort is attractive at all Rowan, a station near the summit of applied for the writ of habeas cor
hotel for the convenience of Invalids, seasons and is open all winter. Pas- the Tehachapi Mountain, and the rear pus, and it will he issued providing Properties and Business of., all kinds
I. O. O. F.
sold quickly for cash in all parts of the
and tourists. People suffering with sengers for Ojo Caliente can leave section dashed down the steep grade a bond of $250 is filed to cover the
toUnited
a distance of nine miles to a curve costs of the habeas corpus proceed
tes.
St
wait.
Don't
Writ;,
E. C. ABBOTT,
consumption, cancer, and other con- Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach Ojo near
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
Bealeville. Sixteen freight cars, ings. The hearing Is set for January day describing what you have to sell
tagious diseases, are not accepted. Caliente at 4 p. m. the same day. two
at law.
Attornsy
meet every Thursday evening In Odd
locomotives and a caboose were 21 In Santa, Fe. The habeas corpus and give cash price on same.
ni
hoi
IPl,..n
Practices !n the District and 8a Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
1,000.
grams Pare for round trip from Santa Fe to
jucao wuicib
IF YO WANT TO BUY
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further par- - on the runaway rear section, and all proceedings are to he brought for the
five of the cars and one engine were purpose of having Hardwick admitted any kind of Business or Real Estate preme Courts. Prompt and careful at Visiting brothors welcome.
the richest alkaline Hot Springs In iiculars, address
to all business.
J. E. LACOME, N. G.
anywhere, at any price, write me your .entlon given
piled in a heap at the point of the to bail.
New Mexico.
Santa
t'e
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
I
can
save
time
curve. All of the train men jumped
you
requirements.
and money.
when they realized that the train had SPECIAL SESSION OF
DAVID P. TAFF,
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
broken In two and none of them was
COUNTY COMMISSIONOERS
THE LAND MAN.
killed or seriously Injured. The run
A. B. RENEHAN,
415 Kansas Avenue,
Banta Fe Lodge, No. 1, Knights o:
Practice In the Supreme and Die
away part of the train dashed down
A special meeting of the Board of
KANSAS. trict Courts
Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N .M the mountain side at a remarkable County Commissioners of Santa Fe TOPEKA,
Mining Jtnd Land Law Pythias. Regular meeting every first
rate of speed, covering the distance
a Specialty.
Rooms t Sena Bldg., and third Tuesday evenings at K
County was held Friday afternoon.
of nine miles in six minutes.
(Homestead Entry No, 6737.)
o'clock. Castle Hall temporarily .with
Palace Ave., Bant Fe, N. M.
Chairman I. Sparks presiding. Pres
Notice for Publication.
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
ent, Commissioner Jose L. Madril, of
of the Interior, Land OfVisiting Knights given a cordial and
Galistso. Probate Clerk George W, Department
HEARST REFUSES
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
fraternal welcome.
Armijo, was at his post.
F.
CHAS.
1907.
EASLEY,
Jan.
2,
TO PAY UP The session Friday was called
PAUL A. F. WALTER, O. C.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
(Late Surveyor General.)
MANUFACTURES OF
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
for the purpose of filling a vacancy
at
of
New
law.
Mexico,
Montoya
Attorney
Pojoaque,
D. LOWITZKI, Master of Finance.
DEADER IN
Editor Says Candidate in the judges of aleotion Jn precinct has filed notice of his intention to
Up State
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
eiican Filigree
T.
been
Sandoval
Jose
No.
17,
having
Will Not Settle Campaign
make final five year proof in support Lead and Mining Business a Specialty
Watches, Clocks. Jewelry
B. P. O. E.
disqualified by being nominated as a of his claim, viz. Homestead Entry
Accounts,
'
candidate for justice of the peace in No. G737 made December 21, 1901, for
and Hani Fainted China.
Santa Fe LodtA No. 4(6, B. P. O. .,
that precinct on the
SE
NW
NE
the SW
New : York, Jan. 14. Is W. R.
(ticket.
holds its regular session on the secon
Santiago NE
FRANK W. CLANCY,
SE
and NW1-SW
Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugi and In Hearst going to "repudiate some of the C. de Baca was named to fill the
and fourth Wednesdays of each mont'j,
section 5, township 20 N., range 3 E.,
Attorney at law.
debts incurred by him during his re
"
dlan Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
beVisiting brothers are invited and wel
Judicial
Second
District
for
be
will
Bald
made
Attorney
and
that
cent
proof
campaign for governor of New
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
come.
NORMAN L. KING. B. .
District
fore register and receiver, at Santa
York? According to Duncan C. Lee,
BACKS
INDIANA
FAIRBANKS.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
Practices U the District Court an.
Fe, New Mexico, on February 13, 1907
editor of the Ithaca Daily News,
He names the following witnesses the Supreme Court of ths Territory;
Hearst personally offered the editors
FRATERNAL UNION.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 14. Vice to prove his continuous residence also before the United States Supreme
of up state newspapers two cents per
S--i
President Fairbanks is promised the upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:' Court In Washington.
Te Lodge, No. 251, Fraternal
copy for three Hundred- - extra copies
Unlom of America. Regular
ithe entire Indiana delega Ellas Valdez, Esqulbula Jlron, Manuel
Albuquerque, Mew Mexico.
meeting
comment favorable
to support of
containing
'
nrst and third Mondays in each month
Hearst's candidacy, and he complains tion if he will consent to run tor T. Roybal, Antonio A. Romero, all of
at
next
8
at
nomination
Presldemtial
the
o'clock
Mexico.
p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
now about being unable to collect any
Pojoaque, New
San rrancisco street Visiting Frat-erMANUEL R. OTKKU
of this money. Hearst's manager re Republican national convention. ActOSTEOPATHY.
Iwdiiawelcome.
ng Chairtiian Harry S. New of
Register.
fuses to discuss the matter.
napolte, made this statement last
R. L. 3ACA, fraternal Master.
night after a conference of the mem
DAVID GONZAL18. Secy.
Why Colds Are Dangerous.
BAD CHECK ARTIST'
bers of the Republican national- com
OR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
If you would be immune from dis
HAGOa O. MONTOYA. Trww
ease, keep the, system healthy. Each
Osteopath.
WORKS IN PORTALES mittee.
No. 10S Palace Ave.
successive cold weakens the constitu
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
tion and renders infectious diseases Successfully treats acute and chronic
This?
How's
14.
N.
A
Herewith are some bargains offered
Jan.
Portales,
M.,
young We Offer
Chamberlain's
Cough
liable.
more
dtseaaea
or
without
medicines.
drugs
One Hundred Dollars Reward for
man of good appearance is under arby the New Mexican Printing Com
caie of Catarrh that cannot be oured by Remedy will cure your cold promptly
No charge for Consultation.
rest here charged with securing mer- any
Ilall't Catarrh Cure.
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
to
normal
its
and restore the system
Hours:
m.
Phone
111
m.,
Ml
a
p.
O.
H
(JHBNKI
CO.,
Toledo,
F.J.
chandise and money on checks which
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
Vim. the iiDderalarued.
have known V. J. condition. For sale by all druggists.
were worthless. He gave the name of Cheney for the but 15 years, and believe him
bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
honorable In all buiineai trantao-tlnn- a
Orln Lee. It is said his parents re- perfectly
Pleading forms, 5; Missouri Code
anil tinanfiiallv able to earrr out an
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
i
side at Lubock, Texas. About two
made by this firm.
Pleadings, $6; the two for UO; Adaptas are required by law, printed in
MINING ENGINEERS.
weeks ago it is said, he drew a check
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Wholewle DruggliU. Toledo, O.
blank form by the New Mexican
for $50 on a Lubock tiank and secured
Kail's Catarrh Cure It taken Internally.
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
Company.
Printing
the
blood
and
mucona
Betlnr
directly
upon
the indorsement of residents of Porleather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
urfacea of the tyitera. Testimonial! lent
tales. The check was not honored tree. Price 79 cent! per bottle. Sold by all
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
YOUR
PLACE
PROPERTY.
ifter it had been cashed and the ar- Driicetita.
CONY T. BROWN,
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.60;
Take Ball's raoouy nut tor eonttipatlon
Why Is It that the firm of Hughes
rest followed. The young man claims
Mining Engineer,
Sheriff's
Flexible
Cover
Pockot
a
the
success
of
are
making
Delgado
he can straighten matters out.
and Treasurer New Mexlcc Docket,
A GOOD HOTEL.
two
or
single, $l.2fc
real estate business? It Is because this iicretary
School of Mires.
more books, $1 each; New Mexico SuThe Hotel Normandie Is now pre firm la reliable and any property
New Mexico. preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, InMILLIONS IN GOLD
pared to accommodate its guests in placed in their hands will be looked oeerre,
a first class manner. They have first after In a businesslike manner. Office
clusive, delivered at publisher's price,
ARRIVE AT SMELTER class rooms, first class dining room west of Plasm.
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
service, and the prices are moderate.
Thirteen Car Loads of Rich Ore From It will
CIVIL ENG'RS AND PURVEYORS. 50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
pay you to atop there.
Why Suffer From Rheumatism?
Goldfield to Sacramento Heavily
Reports, full sheep, $6.60, delivered;
Do you know that rheumatic paina
Guarded.
full list school blanks.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
can be relieved? If you doubt this
llheilciiiifiglDii Typewriter lasfslciigest. "So does the Remlngloii'Dpcratoril
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter has
try one application of ChamberSacramento, Jan. 14 Thirteen cars been repainted, and refurnished, and just
wycium, jeomana x ueneaicr.ai: oroaawqy. new TOffr 5;
lain's Pain Balm. It may not give
REAL E8TATE BARGAINS.
CORBET
8MYTHE.
loaded with GoldfleM ore valued ait la now one of the best in the TerriYou can get some bargains in the
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic
you relief from pain but will make
$7,000,000 arrived- - recently , closely tory. They handle everything in the rest and sleep possible and that cerreal estate line
now by calling
Engineers.
Each car contained one eating line from both eastern and tainly means a great deal to any one Assaying and General Contracting. on the reliable right
guarded.
real estate dealers,
hundred thousand pounds of ore care- western markets. A call will convince afflicted with rheumatism. For sale
U. 8. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Hughes ft Delgado. Office west side
fully aacked
you that they know the business.
East side Plaaa
Santa Fe, N. Msof Plata.
by all druggists.
world on ae liberal terms aa are given by
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PERSONAL MENTION

I

TREMENDOUS

'

Chief Justice W. J. Mills returned
evening from East Las Vegas,
having spent Saturday and Sunday at
lust

home,

Attorney E. V. Chaves, resident of
Albuquerque, was in town today on
business before the Territorial Supreme Court.
A. J. Weiss of Del Norte, Colorado,
head of the A. J. Weiss Mercantile
Company, looked al'ler business today
in Santa Fe.
Postoftlce Inspector C. G. Phelil,
whose 'headquarters are in Denver
spent Saturday and yesterday in Albuquerque on official business.
X. C. Frenger of Las Cruces, nn attorney at law, attended the session of
the Territorial Supreme Court today,
he having business before the court.
Robert P. Ervien of Clayton, a member of the Territorial Board of Equalization, was nmony last night's arrivals in town. He came to attend
the session of the board,
V. IF. Dearslyne, of Denver, traveling representative of tihe Peters Paper Company, called on his 'trade
in Santa Fe. Mr. Dears'tyne Is
a porkhlicail vfe'itor to the Capital.
Secretary Venceslao Jaramilio of
the territorial Board of Equalization,
readied the city Saturday evening
from his home at El Rito. He was on
hand today at the meeting of the

Removal Sale
S3
all cur entire stock at great sacrifice.
prices, is to
save time, and work in the Removal of our present stock in our New Building which we will occupy the early part of January 1907.
At the present time we have the most complete and up to date stock in the City and will
assure you that we shall give you entire satisfaction and the best prices that can be had not
only in Santa Fe, but anywhere iu the Territory.
During all this month we will sell the popular price $5.50 6.00 and 7.00 TJannan & Son
Shoe for $4 95.
Hamilton Brown Shoe regular price $4.50
and $5.00 for $3.50 and $4.00.
American Lady Shoe regular price $3.50
for $300.
The Clothing Stock will go in the same

goes
OutThe
reason for the big cut in

m

EARLY

AND

THE FIRST

TAKE

Xew York.
FioUliing, Jr., a clerk in the
general offices of I'he Simla Fe Central Railway, left, yesterday on a visit to his parents at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, lie wlill be absent from the
city about two weeks.
J. A. Malioney one of the leading
increhanfs of southern Xew Mexico,
reached the olty yesterday from Pem-ing- .
lie ia a member of Hie Terri-

CHOICE.

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

torial Board of Equalization and attended its session 'today.
flaylo C. Talbot, former editor and
proprietor of Mie Artesia Advocate,
and Ed war GasseM, both of Artesia,
are registered at the Palace. They
are here in Hie interest of the creation of the new county of Artesia
nut. of the northern jxirtion of Eddy
and the southern portion of Chaves
County.

Antonio F. Salazar, wife nnd two
children were in the city yesterday
from their home in Estancla where
Mr. Sailazar is in business.
Mr. Salazar is the assessor of Torrance
County. Mrs. Salazar, who has been
for some time, came for medical
treatment in Dr. Diaz's Sanitarium.
They returned today. Everything Is
progressing as usual in Estancla, Mr
Salazar stated that William M. Gregg
Is a candidate for justice of the peace
on the Republican ticket in his pre
cinct, and Sam Phillips, on the same
ticket, is a candidate for constable.
Election was held today,
J. F. Ladereir, of MacPherson, Kansas, reached the city yesterday and
registered at the Palace. Mr. Lader- er was a resident of this city during
the late '80s and was engaged In surUpon
veying and civil engineering.
leaving heire he went to MaoPherson,
Kansas, where he engaged in mercantile business and in farming. He
was the 'husband of late Mrs. Emma
Ritoh Ladorer, a daughter of the late
and Mrs. W. G. Riitch. It
will lie remembered that, Mrs. Utderer
died at her home in 'MacPherson,
Kansas, 'about two months ago and
that former Governor Ritch and Mrs.
R'iteh also joined the silent majority
two years and a year ago respectively. Mr. Laderer has many good
friends among the older inhabitants
of this city.
ill

WINTER GROCERY CO.
-

ot-

STMAS
TURKEYS ALIVE

Chickens,
FRUITS

Hi

CANDY,

DRESSED

AND

Plnnncmf tAfulrn. r.aidil rusulfa.

Contains nothinjr Injurious.
tURES coughs, COLDS,

V

WHOOPING COUGH AND

ALL, PULMONARY

uibbAu.

Mr. J. C. Jenkins, Denver,
"I can't say
Colo., writes:
enough for l'.ullatd'B
It. luvi cured
f'.vvnn
my baby of tho croup and rny
children o suvoro Coughs.
1 Unow no butter mutuumo.
25c, 50c and $1.00
ITore-K,ii,-

I

!

Mm

than Salmon
i
i

H0REH0UND SYRUP.

2

Ducks, Geese, Oysters.

VEGETABLES OF ALL KINDS IN SEASON

NUTS OF ALL KINDS, NEW CROP.

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY"
S. E. Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

1856.

Affidavit,
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
Desert, Land Entry,
sheet.
Affidavit Required of Claimant,

TO THE LAWS
NEW MEXICO.

CONFORMING

The New Mexican
puny has the largest

INCORPORATED 1903.

To Work Again-

This Month We're Making a
Special Sale on

School Suits
School Shoes

Fain In the head pain anywhere, hf.i Its cant.
Pain ii congestion, pain ii blood preuure nothlnf
llie uiimllj. At least, so says Dr. Shoop, and to
prore it he has created a little pink tablet. That
tablet called Dr. Snoop's Headache Tablet
coazos blood pressure away from pain centers.

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
Fittings, Steam and

Water Supplies

Stoves, Ranges, Graniteware

Its effect Is charm Inf. pleasingly delightful. Gently,
though safely, It surely equalizes the blood circulation.
If you have a headache, It's blood pressure.
If it's painful periods with women, same cause.
If you are sleepless, restless, nervous, It's blood
That surely Is a
Congestion blood pressure.
certainty, for Dr. Snoop's Headache Tablets stop
It In 20 minutes, and the tablets simply distribute
the unnatural blood pressure.
Bruise your finger, and doesn't It get red, and
well, and pain youf Of course it does. It's congestion, blood pressure. You'll find It where pain
It's simply Common Sense.
We sell at 25 cents, and cheerfully recommend

d

Of Celebra ted Makes.

Good Lookers and Good Wearers

Every One.

Built for Service and
Guaranteed in Every Detail. Prices
Lower than the Lowest.

,w

1

a Century the Leading

Cry, Goods

-- 0

P. O. Box 219.

Phone

House

in

the City.

No. 80.

sheet.

OF

sheet.
4102b,
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Claimant's Testimony, 4 074b
sheet.
,
Declaration of Application,
sheet.
Final proof,
sheet.
Affidavit of Witness,
sheet.
Affidavit to lie Filed Before Contest,
sheet.
Affidavit and Order for Publication
of Notice of Contest against a
sheet.
Entryman,
Final Homestead Proof,
full
sheet.
sheet,
Sheep Contracts,
1903, English or Spanish,
pamphlet,
,
12.25-fall Leather $3.00; 1905 English
or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leather, $3.50. Postage, Leather, lfic, paAffidavit,

Coir
facilities and
most modern machinery for doing all
kinds of Printing and Binding in
style. Manufacturers of Loose-lea- f
Ledgers. Pamphlets and BJok
work a specialty, liest Book Bindery
in tho Southwest.
Mining Blanks.
Amended location Notice,
sheet.
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
Placer Mining Local Ion,
sheet.
Title Bond of Mining Property,
sheet.
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal
Statement,
Declaratory
sheet.
Affidavit and Corroborating
Coal Declaratory
with
Statement
Power of an Attorney,
oral Affidavit,
sheet.
s'.ieet.
Notice of Right to Water,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
sheet.
Property,
Forfeiture of Publishing Out of Nosheet.
tice,
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet.
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks.
I'rini'ti-- ;

first-clas- s

'

Non-Min-

2

2

CHARLES

WAGNER

furniture

Company.

Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds.
Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Etc., Just Received.

EMBALMING

Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Notary Seals Aluminum Pocket,
$2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 delivered
nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather $0.50 a volume; 3 to 11, inclusive, price, $3.30
each. Postage 25c.
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
10c per Book.
Postage, 45c.
Bill of Sale Animals Not Bearing
J. P. Criminal Docket,
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
$2.75.
Postage, 45c.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
J. P. Docket,
Civil,
sheet.
Criminal, $4.00. Postage 55c.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Hand Made Journal, $5.75.
Authority to Gather, Drive and HanHand Made Ledger, $6.50.
dle Animals Bearing Owner's RecorMoney's Digest of New Mexico Reded Brand,
sheet.
ports, Full Sheep, $G.50. Postage 25c.
Retail Liquor License, 50 in Book,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle animals Not Bearing Owner's Re- $3.00.
corded Brand,
sheet.
Gaming License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
Notification of Change in AssessJustice of the Peace
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.75.
l
sheet.
Bonds,
sheet.
Agreement,
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
Butcher's Bond,
sheet,
sheet.
sheet.
tainer,
sheet.
Gaming Tables,
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Application for License,
sheet.
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
Replevin Affidavit,
sheet.
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
sheet.
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
(.1. P.),
sheet.
Warrant,
sheet.
Commit ment,
sheet.
Bond
of
Appearance, (District
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
sheet.
Court),
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
sheet.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
sheet.
Execution,
sheet.
plaint,
sheet.
Summons,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet.
t
sheet.
Subpoena,
mons,
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
sheet,
Replevin Bond,
sheet.
Execution Forcible Entry and De- .1.' P.
sheet.
Complaint,
Promissory Notes, 25c per pad.
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Miscellaneous.
Search Warrant,
Sheriff's Flexible, Cover Pocket
sheet,
Spanish Blanks.
Docket, single, $1.25; two or more $1.
Auto de Arresto,
each.
pliego.
Auto de Prision,
pliego.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c
Declaration .lurada,
each.
pliego.
Certiflcado de Nombramiento,
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c each.
pliego.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
Fienza Oficial,
Deed, The City ot Santa Fe, full
pliego.
Fianza Oflcial y .Turamento,
sheet.
pliego.
Deed, The City of Santa Fe,
Contrato de Partido,
sheet.
pliego.
Fianza para Guardar la Pass,
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
pliego.
sheet.
English,
Rscritura de Rentincla,
pliego.
Application for Marlage License,
Documento Garantizado,
sheet.
plego.l Spanish,
Mexico Code, postage, 17c.
Hipoteca de Dienes Muebles,
pliego.
postage, 17c.
extensa
Documento Garantizado,
Missouri Pleading Forms,.. $5.00,
forma entera, pliego heno.
pstage, 17c.
Certiflcado de Matrimonio, lOccada
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
uno.
two for $10.00.
Adapted to New
i
Application for License, Retail LiFormula de Enumeracion,
pliego.
sheet.
Contrato Entre los Dlrectores
y quor License,
Application for License, Game and
Preceptores,
pliego.
Laws of New Mexico, 1S99, 1901 anl
Contrato de Combustible,
pliego.
General License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
Notas Obllgaclones, 25c por 50,
English' and Spanish, 100 In Book, 75c.
Llbros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
Warrant
County Superintendent's
Llhros de Recibos Supervlsores de
e

e

2

'Phone

Night Call 'Phone No.

10.

1.

VHIMIHHIfiHHBBfljB9fi3B

H. S. KAUNE & COMPANY
Phone 26.

GOOD THINGS TO

WE NOW HAVE
EASTERN

EST,

Phone 26

FULL LINE OF

A

CANNED GOODS
ALSO

e

2

.

A SPECIALTY.
306 8 San Prunclscn St.

per; 14c.

Laws of New Mexico,
Compiled
$0.50, postage, 45c.
Code of Civil Procedure, full Leather, $1.00, paper bound, 75c, postage
7c.

AND

UNDERTAKING

NEW PANCAKE FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SUGAR,
NEW ENGLISH WALNUTS,

NEW DUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
NEW MAPLE SYRUP,
NEW ALMONDS, ETC.

Dressed Poultry Wednesday and Friday.
FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

Blanks-Appea-

Primrose Butter Best to be Had

2

eta It

2

2

PAIN

New Clothes

-

Order

In

For Half

sheet.

1907,

14,

Bach to School

2

LEGAL BLANKS.

That this Great Removal Sale will be the
biggest aud only Sale that was ever held in the
history of the Capital City.
COME

won! cry if
dive Him
you
BALLARD'S

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS. MO.
ss Rebecca Clark will leave to-- Bl
morrow for 'her home ,at, Santa Cruz
al'lw a visit of about two weeks In
the city as the guest of Mr. ami Mrs.
Cold find Recommended by
Herscli. Mrs. Hersch and Miss Clark
FISCHER DRUG CO.
lire sisters.
Mrs. C. X. Lord wll leave tomorrow for Buffalo, Xew York, accompanied by her two young sons,
ami Nell. Prom Buffalo she
wMl proceed 'to her oi'd home at
Mi

ESTABLISHED

2

board.

order.
Hats, Caps, over and under garments Wll
follow suit.
Best grade Prints 12, H and 1") yards for
dollar now your choice -- 0 yards for a dollar.
hundred pieces of best outing
Two
flannel, former prices 8 and 10 yds. for a dollar
now they will go 11 yds. for a dollar.
Woolen dress goods, Silks and ready made
goods in every department will be sold still at
greater cut.

Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
,
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet.
Declaration In. Assumpsit, on Note,
sheet.
Satlsfacton of Mortgage,
sheet.
Assignment oi Mortgage,
sheet,
sheet.
Lease,
Lease of Personal Property,
sheet.
Chattle Mortgage,
sheet.
Warranty to Apprlasers, full sheet.
of1
Power
sheet.
Attorney,
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
Official Bond, Road Supervisor ,
sheet.
sheet.
Option,
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
Appllcaton for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals,
sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet,
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
sheet.
Relinquishment,
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet
Homestead Application,
sheet.
2

Baby

JANUARY

MONDAY,

2

FOR

Sale!

NEXT THIRTY DAYS.

CUT PRICES IN
RUgs, Queensware,
Hardware, Stoves,
Ranges and Picture Frames,

2

CALL

AND

GET. PRICES.

4

D.

S. LOWITZKI.

4

2

zxcoaromiTitD res

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

2

Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stcck, Blacksmith
Supplies, Plumbing and Steam Heating.

THE

WOOD-DAV-

Dr. Shoop's

C

IS
.

.

T.I..I

J

We make a specialty of

PBVJJIfOPING, PRINT'
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp"
Send for Catalogua.

"'

The Price of Peace.
The terrible itching and smarting,
Incident to certain skin diseases, is
almost instantly allayed by applying
Chamberlain's Salve. Price 25 cents.
For sale by all druggists.

& CO.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
6 rain. Flour tmi Potatoes. Stationery,
Patent Modiotao and 6roceri' Sundries,

2

2

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING

HOWLAND

-

FISCHER DRUG CO.

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
Attention.

2

Headache
Tablets

HARDWARE CO.
??ft Can Crinrlcrn

--

WINTER MILLINERY.
Now selling at and below cost ostrich plumes, fancy wings and feathers all at. a bargain.
Felt hats at
your own price. Call early and select
the cream of the lot. While you may
25c.
think If late in the season for winter Canilnns,
General Blanks.
reto
at
the
chance
such
goods,
buy
Bond for Deed,
duction will pay to purchase now.
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
THE PLACE.
sheet.
Southeast
sheet.
corned Plaza.
Bond, General Form,
Always
choice line of everything in millinery
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per
zen.
and fancy goods.
MISS A. MUGLER.
Official Bond,
sheet.

"GOOD ROOMS."
You can get a good room at the

Hotel Normandie at a very moderate
price, either by the week or month.
You will be gainer by calling there,
before engaging rooms elsewhere.

LADIES .".

. .

Just received a full line of White
for Reception and Evening Hats.
220

San Francisco St.

JJRA VSr

Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and
Spanish, 50 in Book, 25c.
Com.
The New Meilcau Priming
Poll Books
for City Election, 8
pany has on hand a large supply oi
pages, 40c.
tablets and scratch pads suit
Poll Books for Town Election, 8 writing
able for school children, lawyers, mer
40c.
pages,
and also for home use, which
Poll Books, Election of School Di- chants
cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
be
will
rectors, 4, 6, and 8 pages, English and a'ud
cheaper II ordered In larger quan
Spanish, 20c, 30c, and 40c.
titles. These tablets are made from
Poll Tax List, 4, 6, and 8 pages.
the odds and ends of the best paper
Road Supervisor's Receipt Book, 50
obtainable, and you are getting double
In Book, Spanlsh,25c each.
your money' worth when buvlng.
Signs, Card Board.
each
"For Rent"
,,.,.',...150
The New Mexican can do printing
"Board"
.10c each
"For Sale"
..........10c each equal to that done In any ot the largeof
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
(Continued on Page 5.)
.

Do-

-

Plumes, Laces

and

'

Molines

MRS. LYNG.

ir

001 M.

. M.

50 in Book, 35c.

2

JRSS&STSS,

PROMPT ATTIMTIN WVIM MAIL

have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the west.
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certln-catefor sale bythe New Mexican
Printing Company"

s

Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.
Don't forget our large and complete
All
bindery and job department.
work handled In the most
manner, One trial makes you ft permanent customer.

MONDAY,

JANUARY

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

14, 1907.

TIMETABLE ALL LINES.
Entering and Leaving Santa Recompiled According to Schedules
of Trains Now in Effect.

No services were held last evening
St. John's
Methodist Episcopal
Church. Rev. E. C. Anderson, the

N. St.

JTE,

PAGE FIVE.

at

Suits and Overcoats

pastor, occupied the pulpit at the
First Presbyterian Church at the clos-

ing of the union prayer meeting.
Are you Interested in good health?
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
Ready Made or Tailor Made.
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe If so read carefully the change of
advertisement todtoy of the E'Me hab1:20 p. m.
Dr. Deimel linen mesh
We have a Ills; l.lua of Overcoats
No. 2. Northbound arrives Santa erdashery.
underwear is the most sanitary and
Fe 4:20 p. m.
In Style and Fit.
iheaUliiul known 'to science. See Mr.
Ehle without delay. Orders taken
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 42fi. Eastbouml leaves Santa for men and women.
The regular monthly convocation of m
Fo 1 a. m.
tt
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa Santa Fe Chapter No, 1, Royal Arch
Fe..3:H0 p. m.
Masons, will take place this evening
at 7:30 o'clock at Masonic Hall. OfNow is the Time to Leave Your Measure for
ficers for the ensuing year will be InATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA
One of those Nobby Suits that Ehle turns out.
stalled. Visiting companions are corBranch-Arrivto
be
invited
present.
dially
at Santa F Station.
Complaint , made of the bad conUp-to-Da- te
No. 721
9:40 a. ra. dition of Cerrtllos Street. This 'thor
No. 72.1
6:50 p. m. oughfare ihas been sadly in need of
No. 725
11:15 p. m. repair for some Hme within the city
limits and 1t Is almost impassable in
from
Fe
Santa
Station.
Depart
No. 720
.. 8:15 a. m. several places on account of- the mud
No. 722
4:20 p. in. after every rain or snow. It. is sug
No. 724
7:40 p, m. gested that, inasmuch as the road is
No. 720 connects with Numbers 10 used a great deal in hauling brick
and 2 east and No. 3 limited west at shale to the penitentiary the convicts
La my.
ought to be put to work In keeping
No. 724 conects with No, 1 west at the street in repair.
Dr. Beimel Lin?n Mesh Underwear JuBt in.
Considerable blood was
I.amy.
spilled
Orders Taken lor
Underwear.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 8 shorMy before one o'clock today on
southbound and 9 west at I.amy.
lower Palace Avenue when two na
Main Line Via Lamy.
tive young men engaged In a fight
which was no sham battle. Bricks,
No. A stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy a lieer bottle and other missies were
to Albuquerque to discharge passen- freely used.
One young man was
struck with the beer bottle and an
gers from Santa Fe.
No 721 leaves Lamy at 9:40 a. m. Ugly gash cut, acrossi the back of
and will not wait for No. 2 from the his neck. He was knocked down but
west at Lamy, waiting only for No. came up full of fight with ft stone in
JO
fronj the south and No. 3 from the his hand. Before the other man could
east.
dodge, die received the stone on fl
tender part of his anatomy. Friends
The
then .separated' the combatants.
LEGAL BLANKS.
two enemies stood and talked angriily
(Continued from Page 4.)
several minutes when they ad
for
V,
MINOR CITY TOPICS
journed 'to an atley and again contin
10c
each
"Lodging"
ued the fight.
In
were.
Finally they
"For Rent or Sale"
2o each
duced Jo quit.
Both were covered
Arthur
et'tlebach lias secured 'the
"Board and Lodging"
THEODOBE CORRICK Proprietor.
25c each
news stand privilege at the Hotel with blood, mud and snow. The po"Minor's Law"
50c each
were
no
lice
notified
not
and
arrests
Claire.
50c each
"Livery Law"
resulted.
Owing to heavy snowstorms in Cal"English Marriage Laws" 50c each
Judge A. L. Morrison received word
ifornia and Arizona train No. 2 on
"Spanish Marriage Laws".. 50c each
the Santa Fe is reported seven hours recently from his son, Robert
School Blanks.
of
Morrison,
Arizona,
Prescott,
inte.
BOARDING
FEED
LE
Oath of School Director,
sheet.
The fortnlglntjly dance of tihe Capi- elected last fall to the office of disof Apportionment
Certificate
of
of
Yavapai County,
tal City Club will be held at Elks' trict attorney
sheet.
Funds,
'Hai!,l on upper Palace Avenue tomo- stating that the latter had won in the
FIRST-CLASDistrict Clerk's Annual Report,
SERVICE
contest proceedings brought against
rrow night.
sheet.
R.
P.
him
GOOD
Democratic
the
SADDLE
by
Talbot,
HORSES
David S. Lowitzki calls attention o
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Talbot's contention was
some bargains in his closing out sale candidate.
RIGS
FINE
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
jt
that the board of supervisors and Jusreferred to in his display advertiseCertificate of Apportion,
sheet.
tice of the peace had failed to
nient which has just been changed.
Contract for School Teacher,
with the law in not officially
Videl Mora and Antonio Vlanueva comply
in the north sheet.
the
polling
place
naming
were candidates respectively for jusContract Between Directors and
tice of the peace and constable at the Prescott precinct and he wanted all Teachers,
sheet.
of the votes cast in this precinct
election today in Precinct 8, Galisteo.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet.
thrown out as being Illegal. Had TalA union prayer service will be held
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
bot won his case it would have meant
THi PLOMPTEAUX BOARDING
FOR THE HOLIDAYS'
Teachers' Monthly Report,
sheet.
Tuesday evening at the residence of the election of every Democratic canHOUSE.
Mrs. L, A. Harvey on the corner of didate
Prices.
The
with one exception.
Santa Fe Filigree and
An excellent place to take your
On
Johnson and Chapelle Streets.
or
sheet each
.03
All
in
rest.
best
and
The
meals
the
city.
Full Sheet, each
Protestants are invited.
.10
Jewelry ManufacturAt a bargain, musical
FOR SALE
d
oth.25 Members of the Legislaturp--an.
Sheets, per dozen
The Republican candidates for jus- instruments of the late Lewis
$25
ing Company.
this.
per
forget
.35 ersDon't
Sheets, per dozen
tice of the peace and constable voted
Sheet music at 10 and in
A fine and extensive assortment
Near Capitol building, 114
of
Full Sheets, per dozen
.(15 month.
for in the election today in precinct cents per copy. Rooms open daily
the latest-style- s
of jewelry has Ju3t
1.75 Cerrillos Road.
Sheets, per hundred
12, Lamy, were respectively
Basilio from 10 to 12 a. m and- 1:30 to 5 p.
been purchased and will be sold at
MRS. BRAULIA PLOMTEAUX,
2.50
Perea and Eusebio Gonoles.
Sheets, per hundred....
in.
t"pper San Francisco Street.
Proprietress. the lowest possible rate for first class
Full Sheets, per hundred
4.00
goods.
Every article guaranteed as
100 Assorted Blanks take the 100
Don't forget our large and complete genuine and as represented. The
price. On an order of 500 hundred
blanks, customers' business card will bindery and Job department. All work manufacture of Mexican filigree jewelry is a specialty the finest and
be printed under filing without extra handled promptly and in the most
manner. One trial makes you best work ic that, line Is turned out
cost,
by this company at very reasonable
Size of Blanks.
permanent patron.
rates.
Brooches, bracelets, rings,
Inches.
Sheet, 7x8
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladles
x 14 inches.
Sheet, 8
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
breast
Is worth more to you than a dollar In
in gold or silver, filigree
Full Sheet, 14x17 inches.
Herewith are some bargains ottered work pins,
manufactured at home and in
your pocket, because
TERMS:
Comby the New Mexican Printing
the shops of the company by 3pecial
Cash Must Accompany All Orderspany: Code of Civil Procedure of the design and to suit
You know it is safer;
customers In short
ot
New Mexico, 1897, sheep
Territory
Letter heads, bill beads, note heads, bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri order and from the finest gold.
Souvenir spoons, lnclud'.ig
You are not so liable to spend It
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sola Pleading forms,
Missouri Code uel Church
stamps, In great numbers
needlessly;
by tin New Mexican Printing Com- Pleadings, $6; the two tor J10; Adaptand at a low price. Store and
factory
pany at low rates and in quantities to ed to New Mexico Code, Laws cf New 208 Don
You can make it earn for you 470
Avenue, Laughlin
suit purchaser.
and
1903,
1901,
Mexico,
1899,
English
building.
if
interest
you deposit It here for a
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
given time.
N. MONDRAGON,
The New Mexican Printing Com- leather, $3; GherlC's Flexible-Cove- r
Mgr.
pany Is prepared to do the best of Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
Are these not excellent reasons why
brief work In short order and at very more books, $1 each; New Mexico SuThe New Mexican Printing
you should begin a deposit account
Company
reasonable rates. Lawyers who de- preme Court
Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, In- is prepared to furnish cards de
with us?
vlsitc
sire to have their briefs printed rap- clusive $3.30 each; Compilation Corfor ladies or gentlemen on short noidly and correctly and to present
Min
Laws
75c;
Compilation
poration
tice, In first class style at reasonabI
Let us assist you with the many
them to the Supreme Court now In
ing Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of prices, either
conveniences this bank affords.
engraved or printed. Cat!
session here on time, should call on New Mexico
Reports, full sheep, $6.50; on the New Mexican
Printing Co
the New Mexican Printing Company full list school blanks.
and leave their orders.
The New Mexican Printing ComButchers' shipping certificates, such pany is
prepared to fill proniDtlv and
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certlfl-th- as are required by law, printed in
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
cates for sale by
New Mexican blank form by the New Mexican visiting
cards, marriage announcePrinting Company.
Printing Company.
ments, invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as
compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine
sample?
and prices.

Our New Spring Samples

,.

CHRISTMAS
:XHE-

-

Best Day of All the Yea

Just Arrived

has almost arrived, but, if you wish it to be a
really "Merry Christmas,"
you must do your share in the giving of presents, for there is no joy like
that of making others happy.

e

The Question

Everything that is

"What to Buy," is a specter, which, like "Banquo's Ghost," will not down.
If you will allow us, we think, we can assist you in this
perplexing problem, by a few timely suggestions, like the following:

for

-

Presents lot Boys

Men.

4

"B.

B." Ice Skates,
Rifles,

Single-Barre-

Isles'

l

Shotguns,

,

Foot-Balls-

Boy's Watches,
"A 1" Pocket Knives,

Santa Fe Haberdashery
ED EHLE,

i

NMN

LI

Em-me-

f

ID

f
I

SIA6

2

S

-

120

San Francisco Street.

Carpenter's Tools.

Presents iot Gitls
Roller Skates,
Rocking Chairs,

Manager.

Santa Fe Livery Stable

Boy's Steel Wagons,
Boy's Axes,
Irish Mails,
Boy's Saddles,
Boxing Gloves,

Winchester

Decorated Cups and Saucers,
Dishes.

Bon-Bo-

Writing Desks,

Fo

Gentlemen

Fo Ladies

Morris Chairs,
Combination Book Cases,
Shaving Sets,
Dressing Tables,
Gillette and
Safety Razors Louwelsa Vases,
Winchester Automatic Rifles,
Cut Glass Water Sets,
Colt's Automatic Pistols,
Artistically Framed Pictures,
Student Lamps,
Linoges Decorated Plates,
Book Cases,
Imported Dinner Sets,
Gun Cases,
Chafing Dishes.
Ever-Read-

a

If -VOll Wisll
Lisle

VOIll-

-

i
f'hristmno ,Hnnt
......... r n, l.uc ,,,.r....t
I'cucti, jiju aiiuiuu1, purciiU9
Roaster," the best roaster lor Poultry or Jleat oa
fc

i

the market.
There are hundreds of articles, be sides those mentioned, which we of.
fer for sale at prices as low as Is con sisteut, and which we will be
pleased
to show
you,

4

'

Sohor-moyer-

......

2

IPSO

LED

A DOLLAR IN BANK

2

FLOUR, HAY,

2

THE NEW MEXICO

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

LIVERY STABLE

AND MECHANIC ARTS.

FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HACKS.

institution giving an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hunt a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for law vers and
merchants; good anvwhere w. win
sell them at live cents in book form

WHOLESALE
and

GRAIN, POTATOES,

(RETAIL

nc.ALERS

'f

SALT and sEEDs.

THE ONLY EXCLUUVr

W

Hfc

GRAIN

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in

the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

CHAS. CLOSSON.

Meeilla Valley.

,

Four full
college courses in agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses in agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $90,000 worth of equipment. A faculty
of 30 instructors; 230 students now in attendance.
Military instruction by an officer of the U. S.Army.
Large parade and athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management.
An ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 feet,
LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. O.) Agricultural College, N. M.

HENRY KRICK
Sole

much the largest asset we hare in our bniimMi.

cuatonieri

117 to

Lace Ctwtafrts
SPRING

J

907.

Everything in Lace Curtains at

Agent For

Lemp's St. Louis Beer

SODA WATER

their friends, "Erery statement made. by 8. Spitx

can be relied upon" is the very best

SHOP

WILLIAM H PARSC-.S- ,
Prop.
Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa Fe
Two Porcelain Bath Tuts.

It Is Much Cheaper
good deal quicker'and much more sat
isfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
people in Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad. Raton. Las Vegas, Thornton
n
Bernalillo, Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
with these places. Terms more reason
able than the telegraph.l
A

Be-le-

LSPARKS, manager.

we ean strife

for.

Beliability it our watchword and erery sal ws nuke ii clowd
only after the purchase prove entirely sstiafsctory. It ii a great

C

store

SPITZ

A.

likt this.

Inr

artiele tarries with

Manuactunn Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

Htlr Cutting a Specialty. Three first
Class Barters.

F. gpiegelberg- 57 San

,cm

BARBER

recommdstio

!

Any Flaver You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water in any
quantity to any part of the city.
BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

PLAZA

To have our

it our fuarantM.

Mails orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. 33

THE

IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

!WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

satisfaction to buy at
An

HOUSE

Francisco Street.

Indian aim Hleiican Wares

am Curios

Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
MOTTO:
.To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

Blankets,' Baskets,
OUR

East Side of Plaza. South of Posts!
Telegraph Office.

KERR'S
Capital

-- :-

SPECIAL SALE

Parlors

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.

Four first class artists : : :
Electrical Baths
$1.50
.25
Other Baths i. .
Parlors Located West Side Plar.it
W. H KERR, Proprietor

....
....

Toys, Fancy Goods and
Holiday Novelties.
NO FANCY

PRICES;

EVERYTHING SOLD AT BOTTOM PRICES.

.A DOLPH SELIGMAN.

SANTA IB XEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N.M.

PAGE SIX,
on the legs, and to gef a gond shod ta-ble requires more width than you are
likely to get In your small house. Take
my advice!"
Hn III room

Willi 1'nper.

said that a well equipped
bathroom Is the hallmark of respecta

It has been

COUNTESS OF CARLISLE.
Prealdeiit of the
The Peereaa Who
World' W. V. T. I.
Lady Rosalind Frances, countess of
Carlisle, president of the World's Woman's ClirlsjAiti Temperance union, Is
also pj2ttfent of tlie British Woman's
Tefflrfjerani'e association and has been
for many years an aggressive temper
ance worker and one of the leading
members of the Woman's Liberal federation of Great Britain, of which organization she was president for several trt'ins. While Lady Carlisle is active In all movements for the betterment of the status of her sex, temperance is her greatest cause, and she It
was who led and directed the recent
crusade ngalnst the employment of
women in 'England as barmaids.
The Countess of Carlisle is the
youngest daughter of Lord Stanley of
Alderly and In 1864 was married to
1

1

vt

bility, and the color and condition of a
bathroom's walls go a long way toward
making or marring that equipment.
Blessed Is the housekeeper who can afford to have her walls tiled from Hour
to ceiling! Fur less favored mortals,
who put up with tiling and paper,
wainscoting and paper, or even paper
all the way, that paper is of paramount
importance. Some persons like tiled

Con-flu- e

sole unit Comfort.
How many rooms there are, correct
and beautiful, which fall of being lovable! Everything Is perfect. Some "period" has been carried out faultlessly
by a professional Interior decjrator of
big reputation, with the result that the
room has style and distinction, Is coldly, correctly exquisite or magnlllcent,
and yet no one would voluntarily
choose that room to live in. No one
would deliberately elect to spend a delightful afternoon in it with a novel.
No one woidd dream of repairing to It
for the purpose of being unmltlgatedly
lazy. The fact is art and comfort are
not synonymous terms by any means.
Many an artistic room is uninteresting, cold and characterless because It
bears no stamp of personality, yet correct style und comfort can and ought
to go hand in band.

mm P

THR COUNTESS

paper. Others say that its place Is the
kitchen, not the bathroom, but whatever your preferences along this line,
tnake the color light, (let a glazed paper, and If from hick of wainscot or
tile It must staad the splash of water,
give It a coat of white varnish. Avoid
.V
white backelaborate patterns.
ground is always g.mil. Designs of
long stemmed, long leuved flowers, running lengthwise, are effective, especially when carried over the celling.
yourself to blues, greens or purples lu the coloring of your designs and
you will ilud the effect cooler, cleaner
and mote suggestive of the water.

ATTAR OF ROSES.
"

i)
Quaint Olilrn Time New York
and (Jovial Addreiaea,
In the first directory of New York
city, which was Issued In 1780, there
are some peculiar and quaint entries.
For Instance, In those days it was not
uncommon for medical practitioners to
sell drugs, as is shown by the following
address, "Samuel Bredhurst, physician
and apothecary, 04 Queen (now Pearl)
street."
Clergymen of that period were exceedingly precise regarding their titles.
Thus, "Abraham Baeue, reverend of
the Church of England, 29 Smith
street," and "Joze Plielan, clergyman
of the Church of Rome, 1 Beekman
treet."
I.eon Bogers, tailor, of 5 Broadway,
was described as a "breeches maker;"
John Bean, 00 Broadway, as "surgeon
und tootb puller;" S. Crygier, 09 Cherry
street, "punch and porter house;" Jo
Deleplane of 132 Queen street, "Quaker
89 Queen
speaker;" D. Hitchcock,
street, "house carpenter and undertaker;" John Hoglaud, 93 Queen street,
"tiddler, etc.;" Henry H. Kip, 25 King
street, "inspector of pot and pearl
ashes;" John Nltchle, 7 Garden street,
"starch and hair powder maker;" Sum-ue- l
B. Webb, 29 Lower Dock street,
"gentleman."
In those days, too, there were a great
"washmany "gentlewomen" and a few
women." All teachers were then addressed either as "schoolmasters" or
"schoolmistresses." The retail dealers
on Broadway aud Wall and Queen
streets called themselves "shopkeepers," the hotel men were "tavern keepers," aud the policemen were "watch
men." New York Tost.
Baat-iien-

THE

COLD WATER

ORDEAL

an Important Teat of
It
Uullt or Innocence.
The cold water ordeal was one of the
most important tests of guilt or
a few hundred years ago. If the
accused floated, he was guilty; If he
sank, lie was innocent. In the twelfth
century some altar vessels were stolen
from the cathedral of Laou, and the
learned Auselm proposed that a child
from each parish and then a child from
each household should be put to the
test and so on until the guilty one was
found. The proposition raised a great
outcry, aud the people clamored that
those who had easiest access to the
church be the first to undergo the ordeal.
This looked reasonable enough. So
the bishop ordered the six priests of
the cathedral to prepare for the test.
In the meanwhile Auselm thought to
try the experiment himself as a preliminary test. So he was bound aud
placed In a tub of water. To his great
satisfaction as well as discomfort he
promptly sank. The day arrived and
with it an Immense crowd to see the
trial. The first priest sank, the second
flouted, the third sank, the fourth float
ed, the fifth sank, and then Auselm
himself wonder of wouders-- lu spite
)f exnerluients aud protested innocence
floated around with the buoyancy of an
air bubble. While he was serving ms
sentence in prison Anselm found time
to write a learned treatise on tue "in
expediency of the Water Ordeal aud
Its Failure In Many cases.
luno-cenc- e

the Earl of Carlisle of the Norfolk and
Howard families. The earl and countess have five sons and five daughters
and reside at Palace Green, Kensington. The countess is ably supported
by the earl In all her philanthropic
measures.
The history of the work of Lady
Carlisle would be the history of the
woman's suffrage movement In England up to the present time. She has
done more than any other woman to
create what Is now of considerable
political Importance the Woman's
Liberal federation and she la constantly agitating for the rights of her
sex. She is a great favorite with all
Cleaning Papered Walla.
who know her, and she combines with
Tapered walls may be cleaned with a
social prominence and personal ability nnd rhnrm the ouallty of belne a mop of cheesecloth strips an Inch and
a half wide and eight inches long made
joyous fighter.
fast to a light handle. Brush the paper
well with it twice a month.
Buying; the Dining Room Table.
The incident was an amusing one,
Every spring aud full mix cornbut the old lady's advice was good, starch, whiting and powdered fuller's
and It was accepted, says the St. Jo- earth in equal parts, dip the mop Into
seph Gazette. She was not talking the powder and rub walls and ceilings
without her book, as the old saying well with it. Then shake all powder
from the mop, cover It with a damp
has it.
"Don't buy that square table for the flannel aud go all over the wall again,
dlnlnfr room, voune people," she ob wiping In long straight strokes. The
served pleasantly, addressing the cou- flannel must be damp only. Wet, It is
As soon as It is
ple who were evidently preparing for apt to leave marks.
the great event of their lives. The dirty chunge it for a fresh one.
salesman of the furniture warehouse
Old Lace L'ortalna.
looked on with Just a flicker of a smile
A clever device for utilizing the beauhovering about his Hps. "Tbey call
them 'square,' but they are usually ty that remains In fine lace curtains
a that have seen their day is to cut out
oblong, you know," she added, with
the rich raised work rings aud wreaths
sagacious nod.
delicate net has worn
"Why not buy a square table?" ven- from which the
veltured the future bridegroom, entering away. Apply theiu to squares of
vet or satin for use as cushion covers.
Into the spirit of the thing.
vel"I'll tell you," responded the old lady Applied on olive or metallic green
some soft wood brown shade
or
vet
are
begin"Of
you
course,
decidedly.
Is rich and elegant, especialning In a small way. Oh, don't be the effect
ashamed of that! We commenced In a ly when further set off with a frill of
small way, but we worked steadily, lace and the back of the pillow made
and we are In a large wuy now, as I of silk or corresponding tone.
a
hope you will be one day. Well, in
Old Medlelnea.
small house you have small rooms.
It U a wise thing to throw out old
You find that you cannot have a big
table. If you have a square one you medicine. Keeping It Is rash economy,
find It awkward when you have more as mauy drugs lose their strength,
than two visitors. There are two sides while others deteriorate aud become
and two ends to your square table, dangerous to take. Then the same
und so that's all right for four persons, nhvslcal conditions do not often occur,
but If there are three or four visitors and it Is always safer to get a new pre
scription or at least have tne old one
what then?"
She paused almost In triumph. The freshlv nut un. Besides. If old bottles
Is apt to forget what.
young people waited for her to answer accumulate one
they contain nud in an emergency seize
her own question.
"You get two persons on each of the on the wrong one, with serious results.
two sides and you feel crowded at the
Tlie Peaked thin.
side, while those at the end have really
The girl with a wedge shaped face
more room than they require. It's Inconvenient. Then, again, the corners must not wear her hair spread out
seem to divide you Into groups, so to over her ears. This only accentuates
a peaked
say. Chimney corners may be social the triangular lines. With
to avoid broad efnot.
Is
It
If
chin
corners
are
necessary
tables
but
enough,
the hair
you are in a big place, with a big ta- fects above the brows. Wave
to the
ble, it is quite different, but in your at the temples and draw It up
little bouse you will find it Just as I top of the head In soft rolls. This gives
the face a delicate oval outline.
say.
"Therefore buy an oval table. There
Brooina.
are no corners and you all sit side by
If you have a pyrography outfit It Is
side. Yon have more space and you
are not parted. You may think that best to have every broom and scrubname and
you lose space by rounding the cor- bing brush marked with the
ners; so you do, but the space lost is in object for which it Is designed, so that
the middle of the table, for the outer there will be no danger of your
rug being swept with a greasy
edge, where people sit, Is Increased.
You have a little less space for placing kitchen broom.
dishes, but you can easily have those
After cleaning an article that reon a side table. You can't seat a guest
at a side table when you are only a quires to be dipped In a bowl of gasoline the gasoline that is left can be
small party.
"A round table would be better? No. used agaiu if strained through filter
can be bought at a drug
Rprmd Jablesjrre. psuallj not so .firm paper, which
store, or through chamois leather.

-

Distance

1

2:00
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:35
4:00

p. m.
p. m.

Baton
Leave (a)
Clifton House
Leave
Preston
Leave (b)
Leave Koehler Junction
. Koehler
Arrive
Leave (c)
Vermejo
CetTososo
Leave
Cimarron
Arrive
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PRINTERS
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PUBLISHERS

i

BOOK BINDERS

r

f
if--

r
r

Best Equipped and

lost

Arrive
'Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Leave
Leave
Leave

32:25 p.m.
12:01 p.m.

11:40 a.m.
The New Mexican Printing Company
p.m.
11:10a. m.
20
prepared to do tlie best of brief
p. in,
11:301. m.
work In short oihIct awl at very reas
23
p.m.
10:25 a. m
onable Tatos. Ijawyors whodeslre to
33
m.
p.
9:45 a. m.
have their briefs printed rapidly and
41
4:35 p.m.
9:25 a. ni.
to
aiwl
the
to
them
present
47
correctly
5:00 p. m.
Supreme Court now in session here
on time, should call on .the New MexConnects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 124, arriving
ican Printing Company and leave their
in Dawson, N. M., at 4:25 P. M.
orders.
Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 123, leaving
N. M at 10:05 a. m.
Dawson,
Tlie New Mexican Printing Company
Track
Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry.
(a)
of
brief
is prepared to do the best
Track
)
Connection with A T. & S. F. Ry.
work in short order and at very reas(b) i Livery Service to Van Houten, N. M.
onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
(c) Track Connection with E. P. & S. W. Ry.
bave their briefs printed rapidly and
W. A. GORMAN, G. F. and P. A.
New Mexico,
to
the
them
to
Raton,
present
correctly and
here
In
esslon
Supreme Court now
on time, should call on the New Mexican Printing Company and leave tbei
orders.
"

Butchers' shipping certificates, such
as are required by law, printed In
blank form by the New Mexican
Pitting Company.

EADQUARTERS
tor

About

Digestion.
It is not. the quantity of food taken
but the amount digested and assimilated that gives strength and vitality
to the system. Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets invigorate the
stomach and liver and enable them
The reto perform their functions.
sult is a relish for your food, increased strength am! weight, greater endurance and a clear head. Price 25
cunts. Samples free, For sale by all
druggists.
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Mercantile Stationery
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TO AND FROM ROSWELL.

Connection made with Automobile
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally
Automobile leaves Torrance fir Roswell at 4 a. m. and arrives at Hoswell
at 12 noon. Automobile leavos Roswell for Torrance at I p. m. and arrives
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare be
tween Santa Fe and Torrance Is $6.65
and between Torrance and Roswell
n automobile by
$10. Reserve seat
J. W. STOCK 4.RD,
wire.
Manager AutomoN'i Line.

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
Santa Fe,

:

:

:

New Mcxie x

:

--

Eaay tiolifc Duli h Siielllnx.
In the good old days when the Dutch
were supreme In the administration of
the affairs of New Amsterdam everybody knew everybody else, and it mattered little how proper names we-- c
Modern lawyers and civil
spelled.
service reformers would be shocked
at the orthographical freedom of the
clerks of the burgomasters court or
those times. Here is a sample m c
taken from the old Dutch records in
which the name of a plaintiff is spelled
"
five different ways:
In a case before the court in 10"i
Jnn "Hackins" is a complainant against
the inspector of tobacco, who has cer
tified to Jan "Ilockins" that the tobacco was good. The Inspector says
lu his defense that he inspected the
tobacco nt tlie request of Jan "Haec-klnson June 'JO, and. aforesaid
kept the barrel of tobacco until
the 30th without finding out that it was
bad. Then Jan "Hakins" has' something else to say In the case.

Roswell Automobile Co,

Bad Stomach Trouble Cured.
Having- - been sick for the past two
years with a bad stomach troume, a
friend gave me a doso of Chamberlain's Stomach ami Liver Tablets.
1
They did me so much good that
bought a bottle of them and bave
used twelve, bottles in all. Today' I
am well of a bad stomach trouble.
Maine.
Yrs. John liwe, Cooper,
These tablets are for sale by all

Mail and' Passenger Line between Island train due at. 2 a. m.
Running time between the
Roswell, N. M and Torrance, N. M.,

laily Sunday included, connection
with all trains on the Ilock Island
and Santa Fe Cential Railways.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
Leave Torrauce cn arrival of Rock
AGENTS

two
at
points 5 hours, meals furnished
Camp Needmore, free of charge.
Excursion parties accommodated by
notifying the company two days in
advance.

FOR THE BJICK AND POPE

Two of the best known and best
machines for all purposes on the

TOLEDO

AUTOMOBILES.
.

Address all communications and
qulries to the

Roswell Automobile Co.

...

Roswell.

JO

"

''Hu-glns- "

JlIGllliU

New Mexic

.

tlipp&lll

Dl!liirjU

.AND

REALTY COMPANY,
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

I

V

Business of

Non-Residen-

Attended to,

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Fruit Ttees.
--

posed to stop.
"Of course It Is," was the conductor's

101

REMIN6TON

Palu

Avwim,

TYPEWRITERS
kew KEXicAR puurnsi

."Some men can take new furniture
and make It look as If It was made a
century ago," says a Journalist. So
can some children.

Kentucky Salooiu

CO

J. BERARD1NELLI & CO., Proprietors.

Santa

P.

R.

A pine floor washed with a solution
of a pound of copperas lu a gallon of
strong lye will take on the color or oan

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
wines and cordials served to customer!
a specialty. Su- the best of whlskle. and brandies, domestic and Imported,
of
cigars.
perior brands
261

.

5

I

1

i

San Francisco St.

ni

.u.

imnnrturf

I
BLANK BOOK

The flew Mexican Ffifltimg Cqflpaiiy
odern Book Bindery in

Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.
LEGAL BLANKS Wholesale or Retail A SPECIALTY
Loose Leaf Ledgers Commercial Bank Books
and Briefs for Lawyers.

Publishers

the Southwest

Records

of"

DAILY

NEW

AJ

MEXICAN
ADDRESS

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW W'kly.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO Spanish

rjAJiUFACTUHERS

All Work Guaranteed
:

THE

2

Train No.

STATIONS

from Raton
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Train No.

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal dockets esneciallv for the use of justice"
.if the peace. They are especlal'y
Nov Zealaad Mocking Blrda.
ruled, with printed headings, In elthe
recThe Poe honey eater Is oue'of the
Spanish or English, made of good
commonest and at the same time hand
ord paper, strongly and durably bound
somest of the New Zealand birds. The
with leather back and covers and canneck is ornamented with a frill of curly
vas, sides, have full index In front and
feathers of a greenish color with white
the fees of Justices of the peace and
centers, and the throat Is adorned with
constables printed In full on the first
has
which
a tuft of white feathers,
The pages are 10x6 Inches.
page.
trained for It the popular name of "parbooks are made up 'n civil and
These
sou bird," an appellation appropriate
criminal dockets, separate of 32
not only because of this decoration, but
oages each, or with both civil ana
because of tlie resemblance of Its pe
bound In one book, 80 page
criminal
to
the
when
miliar attitudes
singing
320 pages criminal. To Inand
Jvll
exuberin
by
gesticulations Indulged
them
they, are offered at the
troduce
ant lecturers when wishing to drive
following low prices:
home their noiuts. Ihe bird Is an ex
Civil or criminal
cellent mimic aud can be taught to re
Combined civil and criminal.... J4. 00
peat short sentences with extraordinaFor 45 'leuts additional for a single
short
to
whistle
and
also
ry clearness
SHORT ORDER ME.ALS.
a
.locket, or 65 cents additional for
now
are
songs quite as well as a parrot.
meals
order
short
best
The
r mblnatlon docket, they will be sent
RestauTon
Bon
being served at the
mall or prepaid express. Cash In
Queen Beaa' Giant.
rant. The best cooks, and waiters are by
Queen Elizabeth had a Flemish normust accompany order. State
full
at this place.
ter who was over eight feet high and employed
..lalnly whether English or Spanish
of great strength, and lie was an ex
printed heading is wanted. Address
treinelv good uatured man. Whenever
the New Mexican Printing Company.
he met any one who was abnormally
The
tall he used to patronize him lu a
How Diphtheria Is Contracted
frieudly sort of way, and on one occaOne often hears the expression, "My
American
sion when be met at an Inn two solchild caught a severe cold which deCollection
diers who were over six feet in height
veloped Into diphtheria," when the
he said, "Come under my arms, my lit
Agency.
truth was that the cold had simply
''tr
tle fellows." And, takiug them up, he
No fee charged
left the little one particularly suscepun
walked down the room with them
uulesa collectto n
tible to the wandering diphtheria
Is made. Weniak f
der his arms as if they had been chil
germ. When Chamberlain's Cough
dren," much to their disgust.
collections in all part of the U. S.
Remedy is given It quickly cures the
ANTHONY P.WILSON, Attorney.
cold and lessens the danger of diphA Tnat Train.
be413 Kansas Avenue,
theria or any other germ disease
"Is this a fast train?" asked a pas
all
sale
KAMhAS.
For
by
contracted.
TdPRKA
ing
senger who was tired of looking at a
station at which the train was not sup

1
"

Daily.

Is

Well Ordered Desk Meant a Well
Ordered Mind.
"There's otic piece of advice," said
the senior partner, "that I'd like to
give every young man takiug a busi
ness position with a desk attached to
It. It's this: Keep your desk clean.
What 1 mean by having a desk clean
Is keeping everything possible off it
except that which is related to the
matter in band. I've observed in mv
time a good many men in their offices.
and I can say that with very few ex
ceptions the real men ot affairs are
those who are free from clutter.
"With n lot of papers in frout of you
It's almost a certainty that some hour
In the day you're going to be flustered,
and very likely it will be just when
you want a clear head. The old Idea
that a mass of material every which
way on the desk is a sign that a person
Is full of business Is pretty well out
worn. Such a collection not only Indicates a lack of order, but also is u sign
that nervousness may be expected from
hat with filing
the man in the chair,
cabinets and other devices no excuse
call tie offered nowadays for confusion.
"A well ordered desk means a well
ordered mlud. a mind taking u one
thing at a time and giving it the proper
attention. It denotes regularity auu
concentrated, effective effort." New
York Press,

Ter-sia- n

7

Railway Company.

Now Mexico.

A

Altvaya the Same.
Tailor's Little Boy (walking with his
father, sees a street roller) What's
that, papa? Tailor The street's being
newly Ironed and pressed. Figaro.

1907.

The line of this railway from Raton to Cimarron, N. M including the
traffic.
Koehler Branch, Is now open for FH EIGHT AND PASSENGER
Due notice will be given of opening of otlhbr extensions.
PASSENGER SCHEDULE.

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of the best fruit ranches In
northern Santa Fe County, about twenty miles from this city, Is for sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Vfax. Frost, Box No. C.-Santa Fe,

BUSINESS SENSE.

reply.
"1 thought so. Would you mind my
getting out to see what It's fast tot'"

14,

St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific

WANTS

Hon Thla Dellcloua and ExpenalT
Perfume la Made.
The word "attar" Is from the Arab
"ltr" and means perfume. So attar of
roses Is simply perfume of roses. It Is
brought from Turkey and the East Indies In small vials and Is very costly.
Evcu on the spot where It Is manufactured It Is extremely dear, because it
requires 100,(100 well grown roses to
yield but 180 grains of attar.
Its high price causes It to bo often
adulterated with some essential or fixed oil or, with spermaceti. However,
the adulteration may be detected by
testing it in a watch glass with a drop
of sulphuric acid. If the attar be pure
It will remain colorless, for pure nttnr
of roses is colorless, but If It be adulterated It will become darkened.
In rose fields, where the roses are
grown for the purpose of making the
attar, the bushes are planted in rows.
In the early morning they are laden
with beautiful roses, but ere noon
comes they are all gathered and their
petals distilled in clay stills, with twice
their weight of water.
The water that "comes over" Is put
Into perfectly clean vessels aud is then
carefully covered with "damp muslin
clothes to keep out dust and Insects. It
is afterward exposed to the night air
or to artificial cold. By morning a
film Is swept off with a feather and
very carefully transferred to a small
vial. Night afler night tills process is
repeated until all of the precious oil Is
separated from the water.

Waa Once

Tlie Sleeve Pattern.
Before altering a sleeve pattern the
arm should be measured from the arm
scye to the bend and thence to the
wrist; also from the back of the arm to
the point of the elbow and thence to
the wrist. Then measure the pattern
and make the alterations. If the sleeve
Is too long between the top of the arm
and the elbow place a tuck through the
pattern. If It should be too loug between the elbow aud the wrist place a
tuck there also, making the sleeve the
required length. If, on the contrary,
the pattern should be too short cut it
through Just where It Is necessary, either above or below, allowing for
space to gne It the desired length.

OP CARLISLE.
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Specially Selected From Among Best
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Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,
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N.

leading
and
Galvestoi
Kansas
from
West
and
Chicago,
City,
Eat
points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Fuc- and

tliliS

feet, laid

streets, with alleys 80 feet
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old

out with broad 10 and

70-fo- ot

Sutcliffe
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es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;
mercantile establishments; the 3elen Patent

Roll-

There wan a great clattering aud outer Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hocry iiinoug tlio fowls back of the farmhouse, with one long piercing shriek
tels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
from a single hen, and Aunt Sally
for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Warner dropped Hie breakfast dish she
was wiping nud rau out to see a hawk
as a great commercial railroad
Mexico. Its important!
sailing away with a fat pullet in li la
1m eutimatad.
city in the aear future eaanot
talous. She waved lier hands and
uo
"Shoo!
Shoo!"
was
but there
cited
salvatiou for the victim.
"What Is It, aunty?" asked her niece,
Miss Nettle Ward, from the city, who
had come out to the old farm for a vacation.
i
"Why, another of them hawks has
grabbed another of them chickens," 1
was the reply. "I told pa only last
night that lie ought to git out and load
the shotgun for uie. I s'pose that
hawks have got as much right to live stepped on. and In her half awake nnseldoin drown the roar of urban comAll over the laud there are
us oilier folks, but I'll be snumnied statu she didn't kimw ii hawk from a merce.
man unlit It was too lale.
great duck hatching establishments,
irIn a eonl moment she never could many of them of a capacity huge
"But he did load the gun, and it's
there behind the door," Interrupted the have mastered the mechanism of that enough to produce r0,(MK) young ducks
old shotgun. ' l.'nder the momentary every year. The Chines'? duck is exniece,
best
"So it is! What an old goose I am excitement she not ouly tired It, hut tremely tender and delicate-t- he
getting to be! Nettie, did you ever tire sunt a liberal quantity of bird shot into lame duck for eating iu the world.
Duck allium: the Chinese is (lie staolr,
some one's legs.
a gun'"
She had ouly heard the report of the delicacy. It is salted and smoked like
"Never."
"Then I must show you how to do It. gun when she became panic stricken ham or beef, and duck eggs are eaten
You take It in both hands this way. and tied Into the kitchen and shut aud as chicken egg.-- i are In America.
You draw It up to your shoulder this bolted the door, uud fur the next three
t
'lilt-Hunk Sole.
way. Then you shot your eyes and or four minutes she was hi a half
The oldest bank notes In the world
pull on the trigger with your linger, faint. Then she realized that she had
and the hawk drops dead. A hawk shot a man. She remembered that he are the "Hying money," or convenient
may come while I'm down cellar or had cried out; she remembered that he money, Urst issued In China in milt?
upstairs and you are out here alone, had fallen on the grass. She wasn't B. C. One writer tells that the ancient
and you want to be able to shoot him." overcome with horror at the thought. Chinese bank notes were In many reThere were only uncle, aunt and Net- On the contrary, she had shot a tramp spects similar to those of the present
day, bearing the name of the bank,
tie at the farm, and the girl from the and was entitled to all praise.
listened the date of Issue, the number of the
Presently, as Miss
city soon wore off the newness and the
novelty and became a bit lonesome. with her ears against the door, she note, Hie signature of the olucial who
she heard groans. That meant she had issued it and its value iu both figures
On account of Ibis loncsiimeiiess
almost bowed to u young man who only wounded the tramp. Iter heart and words. On the top of these eurl-oinotes was the following philosophpassed the gate one evening at dusk was touched by those groans. She
and almost bowed to her, uud wheu could not see the man after she had ic injunction: "i'roduce all you can;
The note was
she went in she asked bor aunt who opened the door an Inch or two, be- spend with economy."
It was.
cause he was Just around the corner printed In blue Ink on paper made
"I hain't seen no strange young men of the house, but she called out to him: from the fiber of the mulberry tree.
around here myself," was the answer,
"Are yon goiug away before I shoot One of these notes bearing the date
I'i'JO li. (.'. is still preserved In the Asl-- '
"but I understand that the Steveuses, ngalnV"
museum at St. 1'etersburg.
hulf a mile below us, have got a sum"1 I eau't say," was the reply. "I'm
mer boarder. 1 guess he's the one you afraid I can't walk without help."
saw."
"Why not?"
CASE FOR JEWELS.
"Because you have shot me In the
Thiugs happen suddenly out in the
country the same as in the city. Two legs."
Mure CiMiveulciit Than
days after seeing the young man Miss
"But my aunt told me to look out Better and
tu Ordinary Uui,
Nettle woke up with the toothache.
for hawks and tramps;"
The little case for jewels shown hi
She had hardly come downstairs
"But I am neither one nor the other."
the Illustration Is a decidedly belter
aud told of it when the rural mail
a
was
he
from
his
voice,
Judging
currier left a letter for the uuut, which gentleman instead, and after drawing receptacle for pins, brooches and rings
stated that a sister living ten miles a long breath and breathing a prayer than the ordinary Jewel box In which
unworn articles are1 tossed about and
uud wanted her to drive the
away was
girl stepped out and peered nrouud
over at once. She couldn't drive, and the corner of the house. That young soon tarnish. It is especially useful
so Uncle Joe must go along.
There man from Stevens' was
lying on his elwas room for Nettie to go along, but bow on the
His face was very
grass.
the toothache kept getting worse. It
and there were blood spots on the
didn't take her long to decide to stay pale, of his trousers. At
sight of her
legs
home and doctor It, She could put on
he smiled faintly aud said:
a ba of hot ashes, hold hot vinegar
"My name Is Arthur Welbourue.
In her mouth aud now and then press
the
a wad of cotton batting wet with pep- am stopping1 with my relatives, am
live in the city aud
Steveuses.
permint essence against the offending an artist. If
you will pardon me,
molar, and there was hope that she will
say that I have heard you are
would be all right before night came.
Miss Ward. In passing tin; house while
During the long day, If the ache peryou slept iu ' the hammock I saw i:
hamin
could
her
she
mitted,
swing
climbing Into a window. I gave
tramp
tree
climb
the
the
after
mock,
cherry
he escaped. lie It was
ripe fruit, hunt for hens' eggs In the the alarm, and
barn and watch the ducks and goslings who tumbled over your hammock aud
awoke you."
In the horse pond.
"And I thought you were a a bawk
"There Is ouly two tilings to look out
for," said the mint when she was or a tramp and shot you"' gasped the
ready to drive away. "Keep your girl as she wrung her hands.
LINKLl JliWlil. CASK
CHAMOIS
"But fortunately without serious reeyes out for hawks and tramps. As
us It occupies so small
when
traveling,
All
but
the
shot
sults.
struck
we haveu't seen a tramp for six weeks,
my legs,
In fact, one of small size may
I guess you won't be bothered, but I may need assistance to get down a space
be worn pinned to the corset or carthem hawks are liable to drop down home."
"But I shan't let you get down ried In the little hand bag with the
any time. If one comes, you bo sure
to shoot It. I've heard that shoot- home. Here, take my hand and see if purse, handkerchief, etc.
It Is comparatively simple to make,
ing a gun has been known to cure the you can stand on your feet. Now hang
to do
on to my arm and let me get you Into but great care should be taken
toothache."
Uncle and aunt had been goue an the house nud on to the lounge. How the work neatly; otherwise It will be
hour when the toothache ceased, and could I have been such a silly girl'; anything but satisfactory.
The center part should be slightly
Miss Nettle piled into her hummock
Now, then, you lie down here, and I'll
under the pear tree with a book. She run for Dr. James. I know he lives In padded with cottou wool, so that pins
was Just opposite the kitchen door the first house above here. I'll bring may be easily stuck Into it. The upper and lower portions are fitted with
and only thirty feet away, aud Just him right back with me."
six little pockets, with flaps of chamois
inside the door stood the shotgun. The
She was gone before Mr. Welbourue
maid had great confldeuee that If could protest and was back in half an that fold over aud button down aud
hawk or tramp came along she would hour with the (food natured country In which may be carried rings, chains
and other trinkets.
play the part of a heroine.
doctor.
It took about an hour to pick
The case folds up and Is fastened
At 11 o'clock, wheu the young man out the score of bird shot that hail
with ribbons. A nice Idea is to have
who boarded down at Stevens' came been tired into the
young man's legs,
past the house with his kodak, he was and during this time Miss Nettie wall; the outside of silk In a pretty design,
with the lining of chamois skin, or if
satisfied from the swinging of the ed
up and down In the back yard with the silk should be In a solid color a
hammock that Mrs. Nettie was read- tears in her
eyes and no care If the
or an initial may be eming.
hawks came dowu aud took every hen monogram
broidered on the outside. New York
Two hours later, wheu he had snap- on the
place.
Mall.
shotted an old lop horued cow, a crab
The doctor' assured her that Mr. Wei
to
seemed
brook
tree
a
uud
that
apple
bourne would live. Mr. Welbourue hliu
A Help For Mother.
be flowing up hill, he returned to find self assured her
that he was. bound to
It Is an unwritten law that children's
the hammock so still that there was live to make her
further acquaintance, garments should be made to fasten In
no doubt iu his mind that the occuand he was taken down to the Ste the back, but the woman who has less
pant was asleep. He had not past the venses In the doctor's
He limped regard for these "unwritten laws" than
house, walking as slowly as possible, for three or four buggy.
days, during which she has for neatness and an economy
When he caught sight of half the body
Miss Nettle and her mint called of time aud patience will find it a great
of a man in an open window on the time
and then he ceased limping and advantage to have the little
twice",
other side. Whoever it was had come
returned the calls.
open In front. Little fingers
sneaking down through the cornfield.
Inside of a week he was something that are Just beginning to learn how to
It was up to the young man to Inmore than a caller. It beats all how help mother by helping themselves can
vestigate. He started out with the imwho shoots a man and the easily button a waist In front, but if
a
the
a
was
that
intruder
tramp, fast girl
pression
the buttons are In the back the top
and he picked up a club, scaled the man who Is shot by her cau get acbutton is quite likely to be placed In
Matwell
acquainted.
picket fence and gave a shout. The quaintedvery
the middle buttonhole, and so on.
man in the window heard and drew rimony and hawks are sometimes shot
back. He saw and dropped to the at with a gun.
Itubber Shuei.
ground and rau around the corner of
To make rubber shoes wear longer,
The Land of Docka.
the house. He ran Into the hammock
There are more ducks in China than from the tops of old rubber shoes cut
,aud its sleeping occupant aud fell over
in
all the rest of the world. China, lit- pieces tho shape of a heel. Smear
tbeui and bounced said sleeping
these pieces on the lining side with
out on the grass.
erally, Is white with these birds, and
thick mucilage or any sticky suband
night the country resounds
At about the same moment the young day
stance and place iu the heels of rubman from Stevens', who had started to with their metallic and scornful voices.
bers, pressing down firmly. These proon
on
herd
ducks
Children
road,
his
every
the
foot
unknown,
caught
pursue
tectors prevent the rubber from reand took a roil, and he was so slow In every pond, on every farm, on every
ceiving the direct pressure of the
on
Is
river.
no
lake,
There
back
every
out
of
currant
bushes
his
picking the
boot heels and can be renewed when
without
house.
its
duck
is
There
yard
curly hulr when he did get up that he no
show the least signs of wear. I
they
or
little
without
Its
boat,
great,
turned the corner JiiBt as the bewilmake
my rubbers last much longer by
n
Everf
duck
the
cities
of
quarters.
dered Nettle had dashed Into the kitchChina ducks abound.,l'hey dodge be- doing this.
en, seized the gun aud was ready for.
tween the coolies' legs. They flit,
ihawks.
Ualna: Unaullue.
squawking, out of the way of the
been
hud
awakened,
She
rudely
asollue without leavjng a
.Ue
Their
horses.
not
ojiiacjkwlll
and
ludjnant
on
the grass
more rudely dumped
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FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL

GO

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELIS,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
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BELEN TDWNSITE
JOHN B1CKI1, PtwilMii,
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Belen Town and Improvement Company

-

llit-N-

111

1

'

under-waist-

occti-ipa-

ALL

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System

1,000 businesa and residence lots, size

j

Q

t the juno

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; church-

3. LEWIS
by C.

TO

Old Mexico.

Loaded For
"By C.

QME

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Located on Helen Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y

s
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This' IB" done" successfully by
rliig
folding a small turkish wash rag once.
Of this make a tight roll, winding together with a stout twine, i'se the
folded end of this as a swab, l'lace a
small quantity of gasoline iu a saucer, dip the swab in lightly, avoiding
too much fluid. Stroke the spot gently
until It disappears. Never pour gasoline on a grease spot. The ring Is
caused by too free use of gasoline.

PASSPORTS

Wells Fafgo & Company

Express.

Remington

General Express Forwarders

FRANCE.

IN

--

The Kind Thut Were InnumI In the
I.
Time of I.oiiIn
The mysterious cards of the Count,
de Vergennes cadi contained a brief
history in cipher of tbo-i- to whom they
were given. lie Vergennes was Imis
XVI. 's minister of foreign affairs, and
when strangers of a suspicious character were about to enter France he issued to th'etn these strange cards,
which acted as passports, and were
also Intended to give Information concerning the bearer without his knowl-

mm?

All

him a uoHbelluver.
So a man's morals, character and
appearance were pointed out by the
pattern of his passport, and the authorities could tell at a glance whether he
was a gamester or a preacher, a physician or a lawyer, and whether he
was to be put under surveillance or
allowed to go free. Sunday Magazine.

JlfMerlfilialic Mini.
,
the EngSir James
lish physician, speaking before some
members of his profession, protested
against the tendency to adopt too materialistic an explanation of man. The
raw material of a medical practice became a mere contrivance of matter and
force; the brain of this pom- cousunier
subof pills and potions a "glue-likwater, with a little
stance,
phosphorus thrown iu." "They left us
man," said Sir James, with a smashing
figure, "a motor car, self made and self
started, with' no passengers and no
chauffeur, moved by a series of explosions or redistributions of energy, and
rushing on to Inevitable destruction."
Crichtou-Iirowne-

-

e

nhic-teuth- s

A

l'rnt'r.

Send some one, Lord, to love tho best
me and to accept nothing less
to touch me with the searching tenderness of the passion for the
ideal, to demand everything from me
for my own sake, to give me so much
that I cannot think of myself and to
ask so much that I can keep nothing
back, to console me by making me
strong before sorrow comes, to help
me so to live that while I part with
many things by the way I lose nothing
of the gift of life Hamilton W.

that is In
froinne,

Mamie

Wu

Willing:.
A strict housewife said' to a new
maid, "1 forgot to tell you, Maude, that
If you break anything I'll haVe to take
It out of your wages."
But Maude, whom two days had
heartily sickened of her berth, replied,
with a merry laugh: "Do it, ma'am; do
it. I've just broke the hundred dollar
vase In the parlor, and If you can take
that out of $4 for I'm lenvin' at the
end of the week -- why, you'll be mighty

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Csrada, Moicc
and all Foreign Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
DOMESTfC SCIENCE.
The

l

Way

loan funds and small scholarships In
several colleges with domestic science
courses which will help you to complete your studios if your funds fail
and you show that you are peculiarly
adapted to the work; also iu many of
the larger cities domestic science uud
domestic arts are Included in the free
night school courses of the public
schools and are taught in the night
classes of the Young Women's Christian association.
But the woman who has met with
reverses aud has no funds at her command had best adopt more practical
means of establishing herself by her
knowledge of domestic science and
household economics.
Through the inlluence of patronesses
aud the right persons on boards of directors she can perhaps secure an
opening as matron or assistant matron
or housekeeper of a small charity institution, but it requires powerful influence to overcome the feeling that a
truiuei) woman should have the place.
Here again the personality or determination of the woman even more
than her natural ability as a housewife plays an important part.
If yon are brave enough to put your
pride in your pocket and enter the
linen room of a hotel yon cau study
hotel housekeeping at close range and
Incidentally be iu lino for promotion.
If you are willing to perform the menial duties of a working housekeeper in
a big city until you form acquaintances and work your way into the
good graces of the better class of Intelligence nltlces you can secure a position hi time as managing housekeeper Iu a family of wealth, but there Is
absolutely no chance of your securing
such u position by correspondence.--Ann- a
Steese Iticliai'dson In Woman's
Home Companion.

wiiiIiik to miliar.
Uncle (tofliltle Bertie, aged five, who
is being taken off to bed
(lood night
Bertie. Of course you always remember your aunts and uncles iu your
prayers? Bertie oh. yes, f'nele Felix!
Shall I tell you what I say? I say.
"Jod bless Aunty Kitty and make her
thin, and Cod bless 1'ncle James and
make iiim fat, and Cod bless Cnch
Felix and" which do you want to be,
fat or thin? Punch.
l

The llattle of Mfe.
without Jostling and
being Jostled. In all ways he has to
elbow himself through the world, giving nud taking offense. His life Is a
battle In so far as It is an entity at all.
Carlyle.
Diplomat.

which had I betThe
ter do, go to school iu the rain and get
oaklng wet and probably catch cold
and die or Just simply get an absent
Diark ttgamst my
Child-Mot-

her,

nameV-Excha-

nge.

cminton
Standard Typewriters
New Model.

A

Remington
Typewriter
era, renders

double the service
of any other writing
e machine.

m?imm":

fKsak.

The Xew Mexican Printing Company claims to do the beat
printing and binding in the Territory saya it makes a specialty
of bettor grades of printing and binding
eaters particularly o
pcoplo who want something a little out of the ordinary or a littl
better than tho average does not claim to be the cheapest in tbe
Territory, but docs claim that its work is always worth the price
asked for it, and litis price is based cm accurate knowledge of the
material and skilled labor; communicate with the Comregard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .X M.
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Rtibbe Stamps
WUEX YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TiME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USIMO RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE TEIY ilV2
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY 73! Ji DAY.
PRICE-LIS-

T

11
One line Stamp, not over 2iJ inchei log
Each additional line on earne stamp, lOe.
One-lic- e
Stamp, orer 2J and not ever 3$ inches long. .80
. . . . . . Each additional lice on same gtan;p, 15e
Onr-lm- e
Stamp, over 3J and net over I iachti lonf . . .
Each additional line on tame stamp, 80e,
,
One-lin- e
I
Stamp, over 5 inches lon-- per inch
Each additional line, sam pric.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two linea.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, lie extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
we ebarg
inch i
Where type used is over one-hainch or fraction.
for one line for each one-da-lf

.tl

Local Dater; any town and date for ten yeart
II. M
10a
in
and
Ledger Dater, month, day
year
88fi
Regular line Dater
Defisnoe or Model Band Diter
11.10
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stimp and Woti Cut, 1.10
Pearl Check Protector
IM

SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
10c; 8x3, ISc; ii3i, Jc; 2li4, c;
41x71,

7 and

8

?.

ljxt, lOej

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDBESI

JIEW PEXICAJS PRIJUTIJVG CO.

Absolutely Reliable, Alwayj,

Wyckoff,
32?

Seamarts

:

DATES, ETC.

The

6.

x

mmmmm&

ti,

Up to date

.,

A

(

ll

Entire)'

No man lives

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

Mimtrrina: 15
a I'riifesHlon.
Domestic science as a special branch
for teachers is as yet iu its Infancy,
and 1 cannot inform you of any college
or of any university offering scholarships for the entire course. There are
I'rni-tlcit-

clever." Argonaut.
The Oilier One.
"WJiat is the meaning of 'alter
"
asked the teacher of the beginego?'
ners' class in Latin.
"The other I," said the boy with the
curly hair.
"(jive a sentence containing the
phrase."
"He winked his other I."

Parts of the World.
WWiBMS) nan

typewriter

edge.

in the first place, its color Indicated
the nationality of the man who carried it. The person's age, approximately, was told by the shape of the
card. A fillet around the bonier of the
card told whether he was a bachelor,
married or a widower. Dots gave information as to his position aud fortune, and the expression of his face
was shown by a decora live tlower.
The stranger's religion was told by
the punctuation after his name. If he
was a Catholic It was a period, if a
Jew a dash, if he was a Lutheran a
semicolon aud no stop at all indicated
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Insist upon Having Your PRESCRIPTIONS Filled at

THE IRELAND PHARMACY.

Each Article Prepared by Us is GUARANTEED FULL STANDARD STRENGTH and Free from any Adulteration Whatever.
member also that your. Prescription will be Filled Exactly as Your Doctor Intended It.

Re-

We Make This Out Specialty.
Personal Mention.

bais,

giocer;s,

BUTCHERS!

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
No.

(

250 San Francisco

Street.

Heat Market Telephone No. 40.

rocerv Telephone No. 4.

DRIED FRUIT.
GOODS.
is now on sale from the
fruit
Dried
eastern
of
a
car
of
receipt
190C crop.
We are offering prunes In
canned goods, pickles, sauces, etc.
Fern-dell- ,
especially attractive packages.
Among these are included the
packages
packages,
Blue Label and Heinz brands. We
packages we offer as folare quoting very attractive prices on and
these goods, which are all the very lows:
In
size, very large fruit, 15.
best that it is possible for high grade
40, and 65 cents.
factories to turn out.
In
size, very fair sized fruit,
Ferndell corn, can 15c, doz. $1.60,
10, 25 and 40 cents.
case $3.00.
We also have the fruit In bulk and
can 15c,
CANNED

m e in

Ferndell Telephone Peas,
case $3.00.
Ferndell Tomatoes, can 15c and 20c.
Blue Label Corn, can 15c.
Blue Label Peas, 2 cans for 35 cents.
Blue Label Tomatoes, can 20 cents.
Heinz' Baked Beans, 15, 20, and 25
'
cents.
Heinz' Apple Butter, IV and 25
cents.
Heinz' Chow Chow or Mixed Pickles
pint, 15 cents.
SUNBURST.
The Sunburst Brand of canned vegThe
etables is packed in Kansas.
freight rate is lower than from farther east and the goods are of very
fine quality. We offer the following

bergains for the present:
Marrowfat Peas, can,
Sunburst
12
case $2.25.
Sunburst.
Early June Peas, can
12
case $2.50.
Early June, extra sifted Peas, can
15; case $3.00.
Sunburst Corn, can 10, case $1.75.

boxes.

in

cents.
Evaporated Apricots, per pound, 25
cents.
Evaporated Peaches, per pound,' 20
and 25 cents.
2 pounds of California Figs, eating,
for 25 cents.
1 pound of California Figs, cooking,
for 10 cents.
A little lemon added to figs or
peaches in cooking adds to the flavor.
Dried fruit should be soaked over
night or for several hours and then
cooked slowly In the same water until
tender. Quick cooking without, soaking will ruin the best dried fruit.
2 pounds
of the finest Imported
dates for 25 cents.
Dates stuffed with English walnut
or other nut meats make a delightful
confection.
pound, 12

$0.00
$5.50
$5.00
$8.75

2

WOOD

N
D

Genuine Cerrillos lump, ton.
Monero lump
Raton nut
Anthracite mixed, per ton..

$$.75
furnace, ton
wood, per l.onO lbs.. $3.00
$3.50
wood, per cord

Anthracite
Sawed
Four-foo- t

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Gnrfleld Ave.,

OFFICE;

Ner

S. F. Depot.

A.. T.

'Fhoue no.

83.

THE CLUB"
The eld established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
Place" has been added to my stock- I buy my goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute purity. Elegant club
rooms In connection. Side entrance to Coronado H"tel.
-

J. W.

Harry (J. Wilson who 'holds a reposition
sponsible, ami confUtonitM
Book Company,
wltli the American
retwnixl to tin) city yesterday from
a tirip through sou'tliern New Mexico. He visited that part of the country on business for his company.
of Public Inst
Hiram Hadley returned yesterday from Las Ouces. He wont tihore
lo attend the good tojmIs' convention
which was held las Tuesday and also
to 'look after personal business.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Territorial Mounted Police, returned to
the ("apilal last evening after an absence of several days on official business at Es'limeia.
AMorney Xeill B. Field, of Albufpier-rpip- ,
arrived in the city last night,
asiimgion,
coining here direct lrnm
H. C
wliillier ho Went on legail business before the United Slates Supreme
He is one of the niloraeys in
Court.
a case coining up tomorrow in .the
Supremo Court.
Assoriat'o Justice Frank V. Parker
returned ito morning from Socorro
and was in altend'anee today at the
session of Clio Tenritorlinl
Supreme

Superintetent

rue-tiio- n

On full boxes our price is very at- Court.
tractive; if you can use so much ask
Attornoys Lowell Laughrey, of Afor price.
lbuquerque, was a visitor today in the
Dried Apples, per pound, 10 cents. Capital. He came Tiere to represent
t'he Territorial SuEvaporated Apples, very fancy, per a client before

A

f I1A

(Continued from Page Four)

preme Court.
Pedro 11. liObato, wife and children
returned this afternoon to their home
at Albuquerque after a visit of two
weeks among relatives anil friends
in Santa Fe.
Mrs. J. K. 'lark, wife of Professor
of
assistant
Clark,
superintendent
public 'Instruction, has joined her
husband in Hie Capital. They are
making their homo temporarily at the
Palace Hot Hi unliil their residence
:hey recenlly leased on Palace Ave
Their
nue is ready for occupancy.
household goods were shipped here
Saturday from Albuquerque.
Aliss Jessie G. Hiekmott of Detroit,
in Santa Fe,
.Michigan, is a visitor
and is registered at the Palace. She
is a guest of Professor and Mrs. J.
K. Clark.
Associate Justice Frank W. Parker
reached the city at noon today, having spent Saturday and Sunday at his
Las Omens home.
Hon. J. S. Duncan of East Las Veof the Legislative
gas, member-elec- t
Council from the Fourth District, and
president of the Board of Equalization, arrived In the city this forenoon
from the south and presided over the
meeting of the board this afternoon.
W. W. Johnson, a Roswell attorney,
has been in the city several days. It
is understood that he is here for the
purpose of aiding and helping the creation of the proposed new county of
Artesia.
Charles V. liergis of El Paso, Texas,
was an arrival on the noon train toMr. liergis is
day from the south.
in the proparticularly interested
ceedings of the Territorial Board of
Equalization, being a representative
of he El Taso & Southwestern Raila portion of which
way Company,
road in this Territory Is now liable
to the payment of taxes. Mr. Bergis
is already in love with every member
of the board whom he has met, even
Should they
on short acquaintance.
do his wishes and give the El Paso
low taxation rates,
& Southwestern
he will love them all the more one
and all.

t'he 37th
rUtl during tihe session of
Assembly.
Preparations
Legislative
for the event are well under way. The
first rehearsal of chose wlio will take
prnrt in the minuet was held Thurs
day evening and another rehearsal
was held Saturday night at. Elks' Hall
at 8 o clock. The committee hav- ng charge of the affair wWh It an
nounced .that it is not necessary for
anyone attending the ball to dress In
Colonial costume unless they wish.
Miss Evelyn Dougherty this morn
ing resigned her position as stenographer in the office of Superintendent
of Public Instruction Hiram Hartley,
to accept a similar situation in the
office of Commissioner of Public
Lands A. A. Keen.
Benito Aland, who is enipfnyed as
fireman in the engine room of 't'he
New Mexican Publishing
Company,
was able to be out today for the first
.
time in a week-- He has been laid
up with an attack of pneumonia.
Theodore Oorrick has purchased the
interest or P. L. 'Humphrey In the
Santa Fe (ivory stable (ind will continue t.ho business himself. Mr.
expects to purchase new equipment and proposes to make it a first
class livery, and boarding- stable.
The City CouneW will meet tonight
in regular monthly session. Owing to
bis Illness Mayor T, B. Catron has
requested that, the meeting be held
at his residence on Oirairt Avenue.
Tickets for the Colonial ball to be
given at t'he Palace Hotel on the even-ing of January 24 are on sale at the
ireJand and Fischer drug stores and
Wellmer's book si ore.
The minuet dancers for t'he Colonial
ball are requested to meet at Elks'
Hall for practice this evening at S
o'clock sharp.
Serafin Hernal and Vennnclo
both employed by the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway near
Olorieta, arrived in Hie city today for
the purpose of purchasing some
household goods and other supplies.
They will return homo tomorrow
morning.
T. B. Catron will probably leave tomorrow for Denver, as it is believed
he has sufficiently recovered from his
recent illness to stand the trip.

Minor City Topics.

AKERS, Proprietor.

(Continued from Page Five.)

TAX COLLECTIONS
Made

County Treasurer
pez for Month of

By

Celso

(Continued from Page
Lo-

The following taxes were collected during the month of 'December by
ColCounty Treasurer and
lector Celso Lopez:
Territory, 'taxes for 1002. $100.02;
.

Lumber, Sash, and Boars
ax i,
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ANYTHING
VISITORS ARE ALWAYS

WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.

The Biggest Curio Stars in the West
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
PRICES. ELEGANT STOCK OF NAVAJO
BARGAIN COUNTER
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
DRAWN WORK GOING AT COST.
MEXICAN

FIVE
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You
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Can't

CARDS

FOR

FIVE
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Miss the Place
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and Jack
Mallluchet
Fortunate
Jones, mining men from Pecos, left
Saturday for their mining camp after attending to business and visiting
friends a few days in Santa Fe.
Robert .1. Taupert, the jeweler at
East jm Vegas, Who ihas been ill of
pneumonia, Is reported as recovering.
Mr. Tuupent formerly resided in Santa Fe.
Morris Thomas is now connected
wi'th the clerleail force at the local
United States land office. He was
appointed to the poevUton made vacant
Tin ley.
)y the resignation of
Tickets were put on sale Saturday
at t'he Ireland and Flsciher 'drug stores
and Weltmer's 'book store for the Colonial 'hall lo be given by the Daughters of the American Revolution at
the Palace Hotel, Thursday evening,
It 'promises to be the
January
most brilliant social event in the Cap- -

Cures Biliousness, Sick

J. S. CA1NDELARI0,
301-30- 3

n.i

of Pojooquo; 'Miss Mania Sonovia
siged 22, ami Agapito Martinez
aged lifi, 'both of Chimayo,

Headache, Sour Stomach. Torpid Liver and
srA

Zll??T-

-
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Denver January 24
Foster, president of
the College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla Park; Professor J. D. Tinsley of the same institution; Solomon Lima of Albuquerque; John L. Zimmerman of Las Vegas; I. F. Osborne of 4'arlsbad; N. S.
Belden of Las Vegas; It. L. Patterson
of Tucumcari; J. 0. Carrera of Las
Reid of Roswell; W. H.
Gillen water of Albuquerque; A. W
Thompson of Clayton.
Passed Civil Service Examination.
Postmaster Paul A. F. Walter was
notified by the Civil Service Commission today that the following have
)agsG(j the examination for the grade
of oostofflce clerk and carrier: Franl
A. Chaves, who received an average
of 80.50; Bradley M. Thomas, who received an average of 78.70, and Alva
G. Cornell, who received an average
which convenes
to 25:

Luther

in
M.
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Paymenl Invariably in Advance.
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New Meskaa

City, taxes for

190G,

general fund,

$150.80; ctly sJhool fund, $225.40;
school
cit'v
bonds fund, $112.70;
bonds fund, $112.76. Total, $901.60.

UBL

MARKETREPORT.
MONEY

RINT

AND METALS.
Money on call

N'ew York, Jan. 11.

steady 3
New York, Jan.
tile paper, fiififl
St. Louis, Jan.

14.

Prime mercansilver, GS
steady,

BIND

$fl.f!5(fi 0.70.

dull
New York. Jan. I
Copper firm 24.50025.

Off

0.25.

MARKET.

STOCK

'
Alchison 100
pfd. 101.
New York Central 130
Pennsylvania 135
Sow! hern Pacific 94
Union Pacific 179
pfd, 921-2- .
of 71.85.
Articles of Incorporation.
Copper 119.
Steel 49; pfd. 10!
The following articles of incorporation have been filed in the office GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
of Territorial Secretary J. W.
Chicago, Jan. 4 Wheat, Jan 70
70
July
Comp'iny.
Hardware
Piniay-Prat- t
May 43
Cora,
July 43
CarlsPrincipal place of business at
(S5-Territorial agent,
bad, Eddy County.
Oats, May 30
My 33
A. X.
Pratt, at Carlsbad. Capital
Pork, May $10.70; July $16.85.
hunone
into
divided
stock, $15,000,
Lard, May $9,571-2- ; July $9.G2
dred aind fifty Shares of fhe par value
Ribs, 'May $9,171-2- ; July $9,271-2- .
of $100 each. Object, conducting
WOOL MARKET.
fifty
Duration,
hardware business.
. TOt1....
TIT
St. Louis, Mo., Ja,n. 14. Wool
w.
a.
runny,
years, incorporators,
Territory and Western medA. N. Pratt and W. P. Sm'th, all of steady.
iums, 23ifr28; fine medium, 1821;
Carlsbad.
fine, 1517,
Tyrone Copper Company. PrinciLIVE STOCK.
Grant
at
business
of
Tyrone,
pal place
Thomivi S.
111.,
Jan. 14. Cattie reChicago,
Territorial
agent,
County.
Parker, at Tyrone. Capital stock, ceipts, 15,000; 10 cents lower. Beeves,
$1.G0
$3,000,000, divided Into three ninMreu $4.157; cows and heifers,
thousand whareis of the par value of 5.15; stoekers and feeders, $2.50
eaeli. Object, general mining 4.75; Texans, $3.754.50; calves, $G
$10
business. Duration fifty yeara. In- 8.25.
Sheep receipts, 33,000; 10 cents
corporators, Frank Squier and Arthur
lambs,
Sheep, $2.G07.50;
j. Baldwin of New York City, and lower.
$4.507.75.
Thomas S, Parker of Tyrone.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan, 14. Cattle
Increase in Pensions.
An11,000, including 400 SouthH.
W.
receipts,
to
Congress
Delegate
drews has introduced a bill to secure erns; steady to shade lower. Native
$4G.75; Southern steers,
an increase to pensions for Jose Baca steers,
Southern cows, $23.75;
y Sais and Ellaa Jose Baca, residents $3.25(fi;5.25;
native cows nnd heifers, $25; stoekof New 'Mexico.
ers and feeders, $3.254.75; bulls, $3
Session Board of Equalization- 4.50; calves, $3.505.50; Western
meeting of
The regular
the Hoard of Equalisation was callffd fed steers, $3.755.50; Western fed
lo order t'hls forenoon a quorum be- cows, $2.50ffi4.25.
Sheep receipts, 9,000; steady. MutThe Board transacted no
ing present
Iambs, $G.507.50;
2 o'clock tons, $1.505.7.r.;
until
hut.
adjourned
business,
range wethers, $4.75fffG.G0; fed ewes,
IM'S afternoon at which time It re-snmbled. The following were present, $45.25.
,T. S. Duncan,
San Miguel County,
Rio
If you cannot afford to pay for a
president; Vencealao Jaramillo,
Arriba Cownty, secretary; Itohert P. dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
thf
Ervein, ITni'.on County; .1. A. Mahoney, New Mexican Review and get
Luna County. Alejandro Sandoval, cream of the week's doings. It Is
good paper to send to your friends.
Sandoval County.
1

CHARLES W. DUDROW

raised. I am now satisfied that the
effect of my order was to bar these
men from all civil employment under
the government and that portion Is
hereby revoked. As to the rest of
the order dismissing the individuals
without honor, there Is no question
as to my legal power. The order was
within my discretion under the.
and the laws and cannot
be revoked or reversed except by another executive order.
Action Was Imperative.
"Such action was imiwirative unless I proved false to my sworn duty.
If any of these men, can show that
ho is clear of guilt, I wi'll take smell
VARIETY
OF
action as is warranted but the circumWEATHER PROMISED stances I have related, certainly put
upon every man the burden of clearA variety of wealher is promised
ing himself.
(Signed)
In the forecast
today of the local
"THEODOR13 ROOSEVELT."
weather man. He predicts snow in
north and rain in south portion toSubscribe for the Dally New
night and Tuesday with much colder
and get the news.
weather. The total precipitation of
snow Saturday and yeslerday amounted to .07 of an inch.
The temperature at 6 o'clock this
morning was 38 degrees. The lowest,
DR. DIAZ'
temperature during last night was 32
degrees. The maximum temperature
Cor. Water SI. and (iaapar Ave.
j
yesterday was 41 degrees at 3:50 p.
5
NEW MEXICO
SANTA
FE
IS
minimum
the
and
temperature,
ni.,
degrees at 2:05 a. m. The mean tem
ELECTRIC LIGHTED.
g
perature for the day was 30 degrees
V
STEAM HEATED.
and the relative humidity 70 per cent.
Saturday's maximum temperature
5
ALL MODERN C0NVENI
was 34 degrees at ie:iu a. m. ami me
ENCES FOR SICK
minimum temperature 2;2 degrees at
7 a. m.
PEOPLE.
The mean temperature was
y
28 degrees and the relative humidity
62 per cent.
PRICES:
$16 lo $50 per Week.

people from Texas but there Is on the
other hand a large percentage of
Northerners, Ranchers in the vicinity
of Artesia mostly hail from north of
the Mason and Dixon line,
"However, we all get along nicely.
I am conducting a Republican news-- ,
paper in a section where the larger
part of my readers are of Southern
.origin and I mnst hay that I have
never been better treated anywhere,
"If any one were looking for a location where there is so much of the
good things of life and" so little of the
ill, f would point to the Pecos Valley
and say 'give it a try.' "

1903, $220.S3; 1904, $3.80; 1005, $15.72;
1900, $1,053.34. Totaii, $2,010.31.
County, taxes for 1902, general
fund, $34.76; school fund, $20.80;
collection fund, $20.02; Interest fund,
$13.90; road fund, $146; court house
ami jail repair fund, $0.95; wild animal bounty fund, $.21; survey fund,
$0.95; bridge fund, $20.SC; delinquent
tax fund, $77.81 ; penally fund, $7.09.
Total, $242.27.
CHy, taxes for 1902, city fchool
fund. $38.92; interest city bonds, $11.-(1Total, $50.59.
County, taxes for 1903. genera
school
fund $25.87;
fund,
emit fund, $51.72; interest fund,
Cor-ric- k
$25.95; road fund, $6.47; court house
and jail repair fund, $25.86; index
fund, $12.93; bridge fund, $38.79; coiled ion fund,
$36.65;
delinquent tax
fund, $98.87; penalty fund, $27.45. Total, $115.21.
City, laxesi for 1903. ciiy scliool
fund, $19.44; city bonds fund, $24.72;
.school bonds fund, $19.77. Total,
$93.93.
1
County, taxes for 1904, general
fund, $1.20; school fund, 48c; court
fund, $1.08; interest fund, 48c; road
fund, 24c; court lioiise and jail repair
fund, 48c; College Street bridge fund,
72c; advertising fund, file; delinquent
tax fund, $1.93; penalty fund, 23c. ToSubscribe for the Dally New- - Mexl$7.48.
tal,
Val-decan
and get. the news.
school
1901,
taxes
for
city
City,
fund, 97c; city bonds fund 58c; school
bonds fuml, 49c. Total, $2.0-1County, taxes for 1905, general
fund, $1.41; bond sinking fund, $33.-70- ;
in!erest fund, $1.76; road fund,
S7c: court 'house and jail repair fund,
El
$1.77; jaii building fund, $2.64;
Camino Real fund, 44c; deficiency
bridge fund, 44c; delinquent tax fund,
$2.73;
penalty fund, $2.65. Total
$57.59.
City, taxes for 1905, general fund,
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
$2.89; water and hydrant fund, $1.87;
bonds
city bonds fund, $1.73; school
.
fund, $1.73; salary fund, $1.14-- Total,
Notaries Public Appointed.
$9.36.
The following have been uppolnted
County, taxes for 1906, general
notaries public by Covernor Hager-man- : fund, $502.31; school fund, $224.92;
V. F. Wade and George W. court fund,
$562.31;
jail building
Wilson, both of Falban, Roosevelt fund, 337.3S; interest; fund, $224.92;
County.
$56.21: court 'house and
rend
Delegates to Dry Farming Convention iaiil .roi'iiir fund. $168.69; wild animal
Covernor Hagemian has appointed bounty'' fund, $18.82; judgment fund,
the following delegates to the Trans-Missour- i $50.25; bond sinking fund, $224.92.
Dry Farming Convention Total, $2,436.75.

Rny-nold-

The following visitors have registered since Wednesday at 'the rooms
of the Historical Society: J. M. MorAbijah E.
ris, Out'hrie,
Kentucky;
Harry h.
Xorris, Penelope, Texas;
Illinois; Ira O.
Alattox, Tennessee,
Hamilton, Courthtnd, Kansas; M. L.
Osborne, Temple, Texas; P. D. Derby,
Billing Montana; H. E. Noakos, Winchester, Virginia; A. M. Edwards,
Farminglon; Joseph L. Johnson, Roswell; G. V. McCrary, Artesia; Mrs.
Emma (M. Morrow, Topeka, Kansas.
ProlKile Cferk George W. Anuijo
has issued marriage licenses to the
following: M'is Victoria Ortiz, aged

(Continued from Page One.)
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Sole Makers for New Mexico of the
Celebrated Fre y Patent
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OKI WD
Laxative .Frcit Syrup
THE IRELAND PHARMACY.

Cleanses the system

thoroughly and clears
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches,
ft Is acnranf"d

Undertakers and
Embalmers
All Kinds of

Picture Framing

DUDROW S OFFICE BUILDING.

Residence No. 106, Grant Avenue, Foot of PaMc
Telephone No. 142,

8unday-

-

Day Phone 35
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